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ABSTRACT

The stories here deal with the quality of devotion in settings where strong belief
becomes debilitating rather than empowering. For the characters in this collection,
reconciliation, or other forms of compromise, is not a goal since the characters value
dignity in spite of the results of its pursuit. Consequently, though not intentionally, lies
and mistranslations become a part of the characters’ makeup since the characters must,
despite the dominant and opposing worldview of the culture, acquire life’s membership,
and communicate on the terms already established or inflicted by the culture. If all
translations are mistranslations, and if all lies possess an aspect of truth, then depicting
these characters in falsified language is appropriate, especially in achieving an aesthetic
unity of thought and action. Finally, the stories aim to affirm the fact that the power of
language is enough to produce victims and their retaliation against the language.
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Big Land

Twenty-five miles from the port of Suva, off the southern island of Fiji, Jin is
dreaming of a hamburger. In particular, a Whopper, which his father first described, in
Korean, as that “buttery thing which melts in your mouth.” This was back in 1977 and a
few years later, as the burgers didn’t seem as novel, Jin’s father complained, “It doesn’t
melt in your mouth anymore.” He was holding up the thing as if it were an infant, talking
to it. “Hey,” he said, turning to his family, “it’s because we’re Americans, now.” He
jabbed an elbow into Jin. “That’s about the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard,” said Jin’s
mother. She then took some fries and dipped it in ketchup squeezed on to a napkin.
Jin can taste that buttery burger.
About six hours away from Suva, Jin’s in his boat, aiming for the island. He likes
to say it:

Myboat. He likes the way it sounds. As his parents might, he’d never refer to

his boat as a yacht because, first, it’d be incorrect, and second, he cringes at the likeness.
When he was twenty-five years old, Jin had gone on his first around-the-world. His
parents gnawed at him with drawn-out sighs. Every day, he heard versions of “Our son
ain’t normal. It’s your side of the family.” But he still went ahead. He’d go downstairs
into the archives of the UCLA library, Xerox an entire chart of the Coral Sea, big as
wallpaper, fold it up in clumsy squares and push it into his knapsack.
When Jin came back alive, he also became somewhat of a celebrity in Korea: he
was asked to write a personal account to be included in a middle school textbook. His
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parents relaxed some then, tentatively proud. But, “What’re you a fish or something?”
said his mother, when he announced he’d go around again.
Now, he’s thinking about a Whopper.
He’s hunched over, clutching the radio, squinting to see. People lose their boats,
or themselves, within miles of docking. Eighty percent of accidents occur near the port.
He lets the swirl of things in his brain free. He continues concentrating on the flamebroiled, which, incidentally, leads him to good radio communication, a tricky task, really:
hundreds of inter-island shipping boats congest the harbor daily. Dropping his anchor, he
feels like a king returning from exile. He looks like one, he thinks.
Vaguely twelve days ago, an army of dolphins accompanied him, some of them
trying to look him in the eye, reaching out. They seemed more gracious than a homeless
pup. How many are there? Hundreds? Thousands? With the dolphins below and
around, Jin felt like a moving island, him and his boat being either the brain or the heart
of it. Then he felt a tug in his chest, like his insides had to stretch out into the water to
encompass all the space which the dolphins occupied and swam through. But back home
in Encino, California, at about this time, later, Jin would learn that his father had dragged
a chair from the dining room, turned a rifle to have it staring into his face, and devoured
the barrel. He’d stretch an arm out to the trigger.
W hen Jin turned eighteen, his father, Mr. Choi, was visiting K orea on business.

Mr. Choi would miss Jin’s graduation ceremony. “I ’ll make it up for your wedding,”
Jin’s father teased. But he had made up sooner in the form of a pick-up, a Chevrolet S10,
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which, later, Jin sold, to purchase Turtle, his boat. It seems, now maybe Mr. Choi didn’t
have to go so far. That is, Jin won’t make the funeral.
At the funeral, Sang, Jin’s brother-in-law, had to act as son, holding up a framed
portrait of Mr. Choi. Sang led the pallbearers at the cemetery. Fifty people showed
mourning, their funeral attire matching the color of their hair.
Finishing up with customs and immigration, Jin calls home. “I ’m here. I’m in
Fiji.” He listens. It takes him awhile. He had wanted to say, also as a promise to
himself, that this time, he was going to visit the northern major island, Venua Levu.
He’d slept six hours in the last three days. The archipelago near Fiji had been
treacherous with wads of reef, unmatched anywhere else in the world.
“How soon can you come back?” asks Mrs. Choi.
“Soon,” he leaks. He listens and mumbles.
Jin finds himself walking some distance to Rooftop Garden instead of the lounge
in the marina where other sailors might clap his back some. At Rooftop, “natives”
surround him. He hates that word, though, he doesn’t know a better one. Fiji Bitter
tastes like what it sounds but he chugs them down anyway.
The last time he saw his dad, Jin was running the motor, trying to get his sail up,
off the dock of the L.A. port. Beside his family, there were some people from the L.A.
Korean papers who’d write: “Son of Korea goes around the world a second time.” He
didn’t look back. Then he did. He turned back quick. Chores called him. He was going
off to the great vast sea. He was a half-mile away from land.
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As he peers through the window of the airplane, he sees that the sky blue is flimsy
next to the blue of the sea. He opens up the mustard flavored pretzels, grabs a few and
swallows them after a single crunch. He regrets he didn’t buy any gifts. He could have
picked up some Tapa cloth for both his mother and sister. They could drape it over a
table or something. Like everyone else, maybe he should have smuggled some coconuts
or bananas. A whale tooth for his brother-in-law.
Back in L.A., Jin and his uncle meet in a place in Koreatown. They keep a
silence, even when the waitress comes out with the bulgogi and starts letting it sizzle on
the hotplate.
The uncle clears his throat. “What’re you going to do, now?” He downs a shot of
soju.
“I don’t know. Finish school. Postal work. Something.”
Jin’s father would have made light: ‘You’ll have to read names and numbers and
take a vow of celibacy.” He would have chuckled, hit Jin in the arm.
Jin’s uncle stays quiet.
Jin flips over a piece of meat on the grill and takes a sliced grilled onion into his
mouth. He’s hardly listening, chewing rodently.
Maybe Jin’s father wouldn’t have been so good-natured: “Who’s taking care of
your mother now? You still want to finish your around-the-world nonsense?”
Staring at his uncle, who is dressed in a cottony Oxford shirt, he can picture his
father give his brother a look, and then turning to Jin to advise: “There’s a way to catch
two rabbits at once, no lie.” A finger pointed up like a flagpole.
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“I can help take care of your father’s business,” saysthe uncle, which is the
second best way to say, “His debts are mine now.”
Jin’s father would have kept shut, just gone on and done it.
At the UCLA Career Counseling Office, Jin meets with a fast-talking Filipino
man. His name is Gary Venus. He has to kill the thought of blurting out ‘Twinkie,’ or
‘banana’ the way Gary Venus opens the door, the muscle structure of his face. And the
name. He could be anybody. He could be white.
Gary Venus spews off advice in rehearsing for thereal

interview.

He says: “You know, be confident. Be sure of yourself. They’ll look you over.
Wear a suit and tie. You know, be honest. When they ask you a question, take a minute.
You know, like, put a finger to your chin. You know what I mean, right?”
Jin instantly pictures his own chin.
“Okay, here’s a sample question. You’ve been traveling, climbing mountains,
visiting temples, and sailing to God knows where. What makes you think you can sit in a
suffocating cubicle all day and count numbers?”
Jin takes his minute. He’s stiff but can still sigh, which he does. “Because,” he
starts, “I want the money to square some things and the leftover’s going to a savings
account where in three years I’ll have about 30 G’s, and I’m thinking, with that, I’ll go
around the world. Sail.”
This comes out fast, flows out, and now he feels the sting of its idiocy. He hadn’t
meant to say what he did. He shifts in his seat, pressing on the chair.

“Okay,” says Gary Venus. His pupils slide down and his fingers rub the edge of
his desk. “Okay,” he says again. “I understand what you’re saying but you might want
to think about saying something like, ‘I am ready to settle.’” He looks away, shifts back
to Jin. “You don’t have to tell them everything. You can say something about wanting
to settle down. You know, having a family or something. Think about the fact that
you’re their investment. ”
Finished whipping out prescriptions, “Somebody might like your vitae.” Sliding
his fingers down Jin’s papers, “You sent out five applications. Your first interview’s
with the Dubois and Washington people on Monday. You have the weekend to think
about what you want to say.”
On Monday, Jin doesn’t eat the breakfast Mrs. Choi lays out. He pours Sugar
Com Pops. He drinks a black cup of coffee. “You’re a filial son, aren’t you?” says Mrs.
Choi.
“Yes I am,” he says, nodding at his mother.
“Go,” she says, pointing to the door.
Five men sit in the waiting room at the Career Counseling Office. They look
spiffy and maybe ready to dazzle but to Jin, they all look a little bewildered, pathetic.
A bearded young man comes out the door, throws the strap of his leather attache
over his shoulders and makes his exit. He seems elated.
A dark gray suited woman, with long jet-black hair opens the door and says, “Jinyoung Choi?” She could be a dominatrix.
Getting up from the chair, nothing comes out except a harangued smile.
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“Come in,” she invites. “Jessica Lawrence,” she extends her hand. “You’re Jinyoung Choi.” He nods. They shake hands. “Have a seat,” a hand gesture and she herself
sits down. She flips open a file, looking over his papers and says “Different,”
enunciating, like a joke, almost. “You’ve traveled some, I see. How’d you like
Australia?”
“Hot and beautiful,” replies Jin. What flashes through is a subway ride in
Brisbane when fifteen kids walked in. They looked pretty deranged, probably drunk.
One boy started a chant of “Gook” and the boy’s friends became amused. They started
chanting too and it worked its way to an amplified frantic “Gooks” even though there was
only Jin in the car. The chant sounded sickening like someone pummeling an animal
long after it’s been dead. The kids hovered around him and then spat on his head, taking
turns. Jin couldn’t believe it. They didn’t budge when he gave them the evil eye. At the
next stop, he stumbled his way through, to the automatic door. He understands that this
kind of thing is unbelievable to the point of being pointless.
“I’ve been to Melbourne and Sydney. The big ones,” says Jessica Lawrence.
“Oh,” is all Jin can manage.
“You’ve traveled alone for the most part.” She tries to match his eyes. He tries to
match hers but finds it unnerving.
“I have.”
“Intriguing,” she says. He hears, “Enticing.”
The interviewer gets down to business. She asks about “teamwork” and
“conformity to the office environment,” and “disagreements with colleagues.”

“I think,” he touches his chin, “I can give you an example.”
“An example is good.”
Jin’s prepared, thanks to Gary Venus. “In my Real Estate Law class we had to do
a group report on Lease Amortization.” He watches her watching him.
“Six of us were in that group and one fellow didn’t even show up when we were
relegating parts for the presentation.” He feels a dampness beginning to form on his
forehead. He stops, puts two fingers from each of his hand to each sides of his nose,
thumbs holding his chin, the rest of his fingers bent, pressed against one another, as if
getting ready for a sneeze.
Jessica Lawrence blinks a few times.
“We were stuck.”
“What did you do?”
“We carried him, he was smart enough.” Which was a lie. They wiped him out
from the group.
“Really?”
“We were pretty serious but we needed positive energy, attitude, maybe more.”
“Ha!”
After, Jin undoes his tie and puts it in his knapsack, takes off his jacket and holds
it around an arm and then the other while rolling up each of his sleeves. He takes a walk
to the cafeteria.
“Gimme the chicken tenders,” Jin points through the glass to the lady wearing a
plastic head-cover and gloves. He returns her smile. He takes his tray to a seat farthest
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from the center, sits down and opens his carton of vitamin D milk. He chews and
swallows like eating is a mere necessity, a brute means to an end.
On his boat in the Pacific, there was the suicide of flying fish. They landed on his
deck. The fish, they always seem to say something religious: Take this,

life.

In the ocean, there was no other color but the color blue. Jin had thought how
‘vast’ was not a word. Words like ‘lonely,’ ‘contrast,’ and ‘empire’ were not words. No
one’s prepared for this completion of lonely, he had thought. It took about three days to
be alive with the transformation, he noticed. He decided that no one should ever worry
about overpopulation. It was simple: Probably, people and places emerge because of
desire and need.
In the name of survival, Jin had to be a conjurer. Sitting against one bunk,
enervated, like a junkie, he’d occupy the other with some of his heroes. He conducted his
own interviews. So, he’d say, you ’re Huey Newton.
I ’d say so.
Did you sell drugs?
Watch your lip, boy.
Just answer the question.
Better watch your lip.
This is my fucken boat!
There you go.
Then the man would vanish.
Jin would take a different approach.
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He conversed with an Asian man once.
Master Kung, how do you feel about the latinization o f your name?
A name

’sa name.

But still.
But nothing.
Confucius would finger his gray beard.
Aren

’tyou going to ask me how many concubines I had?

Beg pardon?
I heard you talking to Huey Newton.
Oh.
See.
Eating dried fish soup with his mother, Jin says, “I had the interview today.”
“When do you start?” she asks.
“If I get the job.”
“You’ll get it.”
“I don’t know. The woman was pretty tough.”
“A woman?”
“Yep.”
“You’ll get it.”
Jin brings his bowl up to his face and slurps.
“Ayeiii. You still eat like a boy.”
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He slurps up the rest, tonguing the broken fluid bits of egg, chopped scallions, the
drenched dried fish.

12

Qua

1.
“What can I do for you?” he said. I was dumbfounded. Devin Griffith was
arrogant, merciless. I told him I wanted to complete the eight sessions to satisfy the
requirements for the M.Div. degree. He stayed silent, eyeing me, it seemed. What kind
of a therapist is this? I knew it was a mistake. After all, therapy was white people’s
foolishness. I could hardly believe that this man had once been an Episcopalian priest.
There was probably a good reason as to why he had left the ministry. He was a cold man,
unfeeling. I was thinking this, all of it racing through my head when he asked, “James,
how do you feel?”
1.
He had long brown hair which he tied in a pony tail and which went down to his
back and he looked as though he had stepped out of the nineteen-eighties. He had on
black Capezio shoes that shined all over and his leather trench-coat which he tied with
the accompanying strap hung on the coat rack. He would ask me: “What can I do for
you, James?” and I would tell him my needs. Later, he would tell me that I had a lot of
pain and in all his life as clergy (he had been an Anglican priest for a time) and therapist,
he had never met a person as tender. I would reply that I was not tender and that what he
was detecting was my projection, something which was beyond my control. My
tenderness, I told him, was not real. The vibe he was sensing was something I had been
groomed to emit all my life as a Methodist preacher’s son and as an ethnic, afflicted to
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accommodate and imitate. Devin Griffith, the therapist, would display his rendition of
compassion.
1.
Devin Griffith, my first therapist, had once been an Anglican priest. He had a son
die of heart failure at the age of eleven months. He had a wife, whom he would
eventually divorce and he understood the pain of others even before they themselves
were able to recognize it. I think back to my sessions with him and I feel immense
gratitude, but to explicitly thank him, I feel, would be a sort of insult. And I wonder if he
would understand. His understanding was limited. I told him that before anything, I
identify myself as a Korean man, though, when back in Korea, Koreans would consider
me a foreigner. He knew my worries. He had an encompassing capacity. I told him that
the first wave of the western encroachment in Korea occurred during the unified kingdom
period back in the 16th century and because this first wave could not pronounce the name
of the kingdom, Goryo, they did the best they could: They called us Korea. I told him
that the only religion indigenous to Korea was shamanism but the Korean media
portrayed shamans as lascivious women in bright lipstick walking on blades, hoarding
buckets of cash given to them by ignorant farmers and other such undesirables. I told
him that the American missionaries, during the colonial period, wanted the Korean
converts to repent for hating their colonizers, the Japanese. I told him that the first
Korean converts associated the religion with the Yangban class, which is the upper class.
They built churches with pulpits and high ceilings, as attempts at creating the same
liturgical ambience of Western Europe, when, in fact, the first century Christians in the
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Middle East fellowshipped outdoors, like Korean shamans. After hearing all this, Devin
Griffith would reply, “You have a lot of pain.”
1.
Devin Griffith, my first therapist, wanted to know how I felt. I didn’t feel good. I
will never feel good. I was smart and will continue to be smart. Anyway, that’s what I
believed: that I was smart. And the people whom I did not like, I did not like because
they were too stupid to hate themselves. I did not buy the American notion of
individualism and self-realization. They were insipid and inhuman notions, deprived of
shame and self-doubt. Devin Griffith seemed to agree, tentatively, still a little
dumbfounded: “Every session with you, James, I learn something new.” “I’m going to
submit to something,” I told him. “I’m going to submit to the wishes of my parents, my
mother in particular.” “You’ve left the nest,” he said. “It’s time,” he said, “to be your
own man.” I told him that my submission was superior to any self-realization or freewill.
Then he told me about his son, eleven months old, and how the boy was never going to
enjoy things like swings, solid food, and baseball. I thought he’d weep, as I have done,
but he stayed detached, almost cold. Through and through, Devin Griffith was
professional.
1.
My first therapist, Devin Griffith, told me how he appreciated the wit but the pain
involved was useless and puerile. I had told him about my fellow countryman who had
been in America less than a year and whom we like to call FOB - Fresh Off the Boat. He

had told me, “If you do it with a white girl, you better scrub that shit out with a Brillo pad
before going in.” He was an angry, lonely man. I loved him.
1.
I had considered psychotherapy to be white people’s foolishness. What kind of a
person is reduced to dishing out a hundred twenty bucks for an hour revealing one’s
secret heart to a complete stranger? But as part of the Master of Divinity program at the
Philips Divinity School in Corvallis, OR where I was also a candidate for ordained
ministry, I had to sign up to see Devin Griffith, Psy. D. I had heard through my
classmates that Dr. Griffith was a “wonderful man.”
1.
Devin Griffith was a man in his late thirties who had recently completed his Psy.
D. program at the Oregon School of Integral Studies. He had been an Episcopalian priest
for a spell before returning to school for doctoral studies in clinical psychology. When he
graduated, he took his first job offer. It was at the Philips Divinity School in Corvallis,
OR where I was candidate for the Master of Divinity degree. There was a buzz going on
about him among my classmates. Even if I had always felt that therapy was for the
bourgeois and their self-afflicted fake pain, things were becoming harder for me and I
began to wonder if indeed I had become white-a-fied enough to undergo something as
counterfeit as therapy.
1.
Even though Devin Griffith was a white man, he and I had established the kind of
rapport where I was able to tell him of my reverse-racist tendencies. “Do you hate me?”
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he once asked. He was my first therapist and I often wonder what had happened to him.
“I don’t hate you,” I replied. “I’m in trouble with the white collective.” I told him I
believed Louis Farrakhan to be the only righteous public figure in America. I would read
to him my favorite lines from the poem, “Booker T. and W.E.B.” by the poet Dudley
Randall: “A rope’s as tight/A fire as hot.” After, “Who are you to be moved by that?”
Devin Griffith replied.
1.
Devin Griffith had once been an Episcopalian priest before becoming a clinical
psychologist. He was a man who understood the power of ritual. His was a church
replete with liturgical apparatus. “But ritual is otherworldly,” he once explained to me.
“James, what people need in this day and age is a more visceral form of healing. Of
course, through the cup and bread you can get a certain form of justice, maybe emotional
justice, but unless the particular detail of your hurt is faced, you could go on licking your
wounds forever.” Before meeting Devin Griffith, I had never heard of the phrase
“emotional justice.” I also felt that he was wrong. I maintain that the only real justices
out there are the emotional ones.
1.
My first therapist, Devin Griffith, told me about his dying son. The boy had heart
problems and was soon going to meet the “ultimate enemy.” He had looked into the eyes
of the boy, who cried mercilessly and who had made his “heart swell.” I was compelled
to tell Devin Griffith about Abraham. I wanted to share with him my spin on the prophet
Abraham. Abraham, when his hand is jerked in the air to slay his one son, would also see
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the end and beginning of things. Abraham would become spooked to no return. It is not
because of extreme resilience that Abraham became the “father of faith”; it is because if
emotions could be panned out to numbered details, Abraham, after enduring what he did,
would be capable of understanding the workings of all things under and beyond the sun.
I told Devin Griffith that knowing sadism was a component in understanding God. Devin
Griffith, unwilling to accept, found himself nodding.
1.
Pointing his sharp Capezios in air, the man swiveled in his chair and asked in a
stem voice what it was that he could do for me. I had always felt that such questions
were cold and detached. It had, for me, too much of a business ring and I did not care for
it. I was supposed to be interested in human values as opposed to some sense of
efficiency. Fine, I thought, I’ll give you what you need and, after seven more of these
sessions, that part of the requirement for my Master of Divinity degree will be over with.
The man liked to swivel in his chair and I could tell this was a part of his ploy, his eternal
game as therapist; of the powerful and the powerless, though, I did not care about that at
the moment. I gave him what he needed. I answered questions and allowed myself to be
earnest a few times. I wanted to stab him in the face with a pencil and had mental images
of my doing so but one day, he somehow caught on. He found the niche and asked that
question when my arms were wide open: “Do you think you disappointed your father?” I
lowered my head and all the years of twisted sorrow gushed out in that flash. Fifteen
minutes later, Devin Griffith would say, “James, our time is up.”
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During my second year in seminary, I felt that I needed to talk to a person who
would understand the large disparity between the political and the personal colliding
within my person. In speaking with my advisor, I would find out that in order to fulfill
all the requirements for the Master of Divinity degree, I had to see the school’s therapist,
Devin Griffith. My advisor, Edward Littrell, informed me that Devin Griffith had once
been an Episcopalian priest and that he was the man, should I feel the need, I could talk
to without the worry of consequences. I did not fully understand what Edward had meant
but I understood that a part of his ploy was to make me feel comfortable walking into a
therapist’s office. Upon meeting with Devin Griffith, I would tell him how unnatural it
was for a Korean man to be Christian. He did not understand. Still later, I would tell him
that should I work as minister of a white church it would be like doing the work of a
sharecropper. I also told him that a Korean church would consider me a heretic partly
because I had attended the most liberal of the seventeen American Baptist seminaries.
Devin Griffith didn’t understand, only that he seemed intrigued with the analogy. He was
a hopeless member of the dominant culture. He was ordinary.
1.
“If you want,” he said, “I could hug you.” A long, resilient snot hanging from
my nose swayed in mid-air. My face was stretched to all proportions, crimson and soppy.
Devin Griffith, my first therapist, had just asked a question about my father and I was
able to answer honestly by refraining from words; by sitting there immobilized and
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letting the years of demented sadness dart out like a once caged bird. Yes, he had done
it! Devin Griffith, clinical psychologist, was a healer!
1.
I was a student at the Philips Divinity School in Corvallis, OR from the years
1996 to 1999 in pursuit of the Master of Divinity degree. In my second year I was
informed that a part of the requirement for the degree was to meet with the school’s
therapist for a total of eight sessions. I did not like this idea. I had considered therapy to
be for the weak-minded and I knew, from my experiences with white America, that the
regnant mode of thought exonerated atrocities by analyzing and thus understanding them
in all of its possible angles; Ideas didn’t ever need to be actualized. But in order for me
to finish the degree, I was required to see a man named Devin Griffith. I had heard that
he had once been an Anglican priest and that, because of his experience in ministry, he
was apt to understand the theological maladies plaguing many of us attending seminary at
what the more evangelical clergypersons of the American Baptist Church would christen
the “Devil’s Cauldron.”
1.
Devin Griffith, my first therapist, knew how I felt. He knew why I went to jail.
Devin Griffith corrected that my hatred was not hatred per se but rather, compassion. He
quoted for me Che Guevera: “At the risk of sounding absurd, I want to say that the true
revolutionary is one moved by great feelings of love.” But I was not, and don’t believe
will ever be, a revolutionary. When protesting whatever it was that my classmates and I
were against, I understood that the evil around was like air. When protesting, I had
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listened to the chit-chat, some of it unsaid: “This is the least we could do to make some
change.” What incredible hogwash; I had to bite my tongue. I felt I was smarter than the
ones who accompanied me to the Corvallis County Jail. I told Devin Griffith that I was
smarter than my sisters and brothers in the struggle. “Who are they?” he asked. I told
him:
White woman in a wheelchair, gay, American Baptist
Black woman, gay, American Baptist
Chicano man, gay, Roman Catholic (Franciscan)
White woman, gay, non-denominational
White woman, non-gay, United Church of Christ
White woman, transgender, Disciples of Christ
White man, non-gay, American Baptist
Asian man, non-gay, United Methodist
1.
Devin Griffith, my first therapist, let me sob in his office. I used up a chunk of
his Kleenex, just blowing and blowing into one after the other. Devin Griffith had a
knack for looking into the secret heart of people. He knew how to egg you on and like
most competent persons in his field, he had also a whiff of the authentic. He told me
about his own life and without a trace of sorrow, shared with me the details of his baby
boy’s imminent death. He said: “Do you think you disappointed your father?” I cried
then, lowered my head and sobbed for fifteen minutes. Then I was healed.
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Often, I wonder about my first therapist, Devin Griffith. Once, when I began to
complain to him about the people who behaved condescendingly towards me, he said,
“James, fuck ‘em.” I was healed instantly.
1.
I was able to trust him because he was willing to let himself be vulnerable to my
hidden heart. He did this by sharing with me his most immediate sorrow - his son,
Nathaniel, eleven months old, was on his deathbed. He also humored me, allowed me to
quote the scriptures. I quoted from Ecclesiastes: “Sorrow is better than laughter because
a sad face is good for the heart.” I quoted from Romans: “For the creation was subjected
to futility, not willingly, but by the one who subjected it, in hope.” I quoted Satan from
the book of Job when God had asked where he had been: “From going to and fro on the
earth, and from walking up and down on it.” He was Devin Griffith, my first therapist.
Devin Griffith had on pointy black shoes which hung in the air and I realized that I could,
if we stayed silent for too long, which he had no trouble allowing, detect the scent of his
body. I tried not to do that. I was not there for that.
1.
It seemed to Devin Griffith, my first therapist, that I was always sitting by a
window, looking out to it, and that I was always walking in the rain, alone, with my
hands in my pockets.
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After years of resisting the idea, at the age of twenty-seven, I went in to see a
therapist, Devin Griffith, Psy. D. On my first visit, he said, “What can I do for you
James?” Ordinarily, I’d have been disappointed, known it was a mistake, but Devin
Griffith leaned back in his swivel chair and remained silent for an uncomfortably long
time, waiting. On our fourth session, Devin Griffith told me about the eyes of his
newborn son, and how they penetrated into an abstract realm. I thought he’d weep, as I
have done in that office, but he didn’t. Through and through, he was professional.
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I Yodeled

Stephen called at the end of August to tell me about his new girlfriend.
He was playing with his group Superchink at the Asian Heritage Festival and was
afterward interviewed by a reporter, his now-girlfriend, from the magazine Slanted. She
asked, “What kind of texture does the tabla add to thrash-rap?” He thought to say, “I
didn’t play the tabla, there is no tabla in Superchink, that was Yellow Peril, I play guitar.”
But he couldn’t even lift up his head when she asked the questions. Her resemblance to
the Chinese actress Gong Li was uncanny, he said.
He saw her a few days later on the F train, a pair of huge headphones wrapped
around her head. He was thinking, “Oh my God! There’s that woman.” Then, he said,
he had to. He had to gather everything he had and walk over to her. “‘Member me?” he
posed. She looked up and took her headphones off. “Yes, I do. I do remember you,” she
said, in that icy subway gaze. He went strong and chatted her up anyway. They stepped
off at the 7th Avenue stop, walked up the stairs to Smiley Pizza, which is about two
blocks from his apartment. They shared the special which is called a Talcone - a half
taco, half calzone concoction. They ordered one of these and cut the thing in half with a
plastic knife and divided it up. “You want the rest of mine?” she said and then, “Okay,”
he squeaked, like a little child.
At the end of September, Stephen phoned again and told me how things between
him and Giran were probably going to get serious. Giran made Stephen throw away his
futon. She gave him four hundred dollars to get a new one and then they got into a big
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fight. They were lying in bed and he was pushed up against her, had his arms locked
around her chest. It was after three in the morning, they were in a state. She had told of
her promiscuous past and he had told her of his which made hers seem “like a pistachio
shell” she told him. Then she said, “You’re getting rid of this bed, I ’m never sleeping on
that thing again, My God you are a pig!” She got out of the bed, dug into her purse and
threw four bills on the floor. She had four crisp Benjamins on her person.
Stephen just watched all of this. Then he said, “Says who?” As in, Who says I’m
a pig? “Says who?” she said back. She was furious, her eyebrows getting dark like those
Japanese people in operas said Stephen. He went into the kitchen table. He started
chain-smoking and she came out after him into the kitchen, she tried to shake him or
something, he didn’t remember exactly, it was out of aggravation, and then his open hand
went flying. So says Stephen.

During midterm week, when I was up the hilt with work, he told me about a show
he went to. Whenever Giran’s gig took her to the galleries, she had Stephen tag along:
“There’s no secret of course but if you keep going to the shows, you might learn
something.”
To that, “She sounds like a bitch,” I said.
“Hey, don’t call my girlfriend a bitch.”
“She sounds like a bitch,” I kept on.
They went to a show featuring some up-and-coming Asian man who went to Yale
and then RISD and was from somewhere in New Jersey but bom in Taipei. Asian man

did installation pieces that flowed from one room to another. There was one of a ninefoot-tall robe made up of military dog tags, a 100,000 of them.
“It’s not trendy but it is a trend. They’re more like statement pieces. My time
will come,” said Stephen, like a champion. “People are going to want to see a bit of
tradition, heart, unbridled emotions. That kind of shit.”
But I thought I might like to have seen the installation piece. The piece was
called KMT which Stephen thought was not so much elusive as it was blunt, somehow
truly Chinese. He didn’t care to know what it stood for.
I had to tell him, being that it was something I had a slight passion for. I told that
if the dude is from Taiwan, KMT stands for the Kuomintang, the Chinese Nationalist
Party, Chiang Kai Shek’s party. “Doesn’t that sound cool, Kuomintang? Say it,
Kuomintang.”
“Whatever,” he said.
I had more. “No, but seriously, if the Kuomintang had won the war there
wouldn’t be two Koreas. I mean there wouldn’t be any strong communist presence but
there wouldn’t be two Koreas either. And our sisters and brothers up north wouldn’t be
starving to death.”
“How about that. I didn’t know that. Is that a fact?”
There was a long pause on the line before I told him what he was: a dick.

The last time Stephen and I lived in the same town was back in the nineties in
Massachusetts at Hampshire, where we also first met. Since after then, I ’d see him

sometimes in the summer but the thing which kept us close was the telephone. Over the
phone, he told me every damn thing in his damn life and I reciprocated, telling him
things, though they were things roaming in my head, mostly. I went and bought a
cordless so I could clean my place and wash the dishes while talking to him. Weekend
nights, I’d get a jug of wine and if he was home, watching Saturday Night Live or
something, we might talk for hours. When I call, “Why don’t you get out some,” he
sometimes says. “You mean, like, go out and meet people?” “Yeah,” he says.
I wanted to meet Giran and so when Thanksgiving break came, I told my folks I
was too busy to come home. They would have wanted me to come to them. I drove a
thousand miles to hang with Stephen and the first thing we did was eat a big seafood
noodle soup before heading out to the 12th Street Bar. Stephen was trying to kick his
coke thing and was taking up cooking - he had a stack of recipe books and a set of new
kitchen paraphernalia. The noodle soup was a yummier soup than I’d ever had. I mean
I’ve had divine bowls of noodle soup and Stephen’s creation wasn’t that far off. But I
wasn’t going to tell him that and when he asked how it was, I just shrugged: “Decent,” I
said.
“Bastard,” he said back. The soup was better than my mother’s.
He had this touch. He used thick udon noodles which is not only somehow soft
and textured, but appetizing in appearance as well. He added the shrimp, scallops, and
squid later. There were mushrooms, scallions, and bokchoi cut in thin strips. Ginger,
garlic and a splash of pepper paste. There was sesame oil. You could taste everything. I
hated that it was better than my mother’s. Hers seem more Korean than East Asian.

After we finished, he said, “I made the food, you do the dishes.”
“Do your own fucken dishes,” I shot back.
He stood motionless and gave an incredulous look before clacking the dishes
together.
I walked into the living room and started dinging with his guitar. As far as
Stephen is concerned, that’s precisely what I was doing. He says my guitar playing
sounds like the movies when a Hop Sing character enters the scene, the saloon, with the
rice hat on and the music goes:

“Diggadigga, ding ding, ding ding ding

booooaaaahhhnngl” Then the cowboys get silent, turn their heads, shot glasses
suspended and after a note they bust out.
I was dinging with the guitar, trying my blues licks I learned from a video back in
Kansas. And while I was doing Robert Johnson, Stephen glanced my way, shook his
head, went to his room, and let out sniveling little laughing noises.
“It doesn’t matter,” he used to say to me. “You could learn all the riffs, licks and
phrasings you want, you still got that Oriental shit in you,” suppressing the t in Oriental.
I used to think he said these things because I tried to push Korea on him. I tried to
get him interested in traditional Korean music once. At the time, a popular movie back in
Korea about Pansori, which, to the unfamiliar ear, sounds like someone hollering for life,
had just come out. I was trying to get him into it, not understanding much of it myself
and I was telling him about the Korean notion of Han, which denotes suppressed anger
from pain and suffering, and how a Pansori artist is one who can let this out rendered
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with an artistic splash. I had a couple of CDs and had gotten the movie itself but he
wasn’t into it. After the viewing, “That’s a little too precious, isn’t it?” is all he said.
As I continued dinging with the guitar, I could see him in his room putting on hair
goop, and Hugo by Boss or whatever, and I saw him go and hide, back into his little
studio, when putting on a little mascara. He doesn’t admit to things like how he’s got
queenly tendencies. If he knew better, he’d know how healthy it was. Sometimes I’ll get
up in the middle of the night to get water and within the distance between the bed and the
refrigerator, I find myself walking like a model. It feels natural and it happens when my
guard is completely off.
So Stephen came out all prettied up, “At least go brush your teeth,” he said. I told
him there really wasn’t any point, that I just wanted to slam some brewskis, get a couple
of shots in between and crash smashed and happy. “Suit yourself,” he snapped back.

We met Yoon, Mike and Paul at the bar and they were all smiles. Long time, no
see, they kept saying, patting my back and then Yoon started telling me he was worried
about Stephen because Mister Painter was becoming a coke addict and sure enough,
despite the production of the seafood noodle soup, he seemed to use the toilet more than
called for. About the fifth time he came back from the boy’s room, I gave him a hard
stare. Yoon shook his head and Paul said, “Nothing to it,” with a smile a friendly
cowboy might sport. Why ruin a good time? We drank.
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After a few glasses of the local stout, I watched Stephen talking to a woman who
might have been the only one in the place not wearing Elvis Costello glasses and
sneakers from the seventies.
I walked over, said, “Hidy.”
“This is my friend Alex,” Stephen introduced. “This is Keely.”
“Hi Keely.”
“Hey,” she said, and then put up a smile.
“Keely here thinks I look like James Iha.”
“Who’s he?” I asked.
“Dude from Smashing Pumpkins.”
I looked at him. I considered. I didn’t think so, but, “You do look like him,” I
said.
“Doesn’t he, though,” said Keely, friendlier.
Then, she was looking into his eyes - maybe black, thin. He, into hers sparkling blue: The expanse of the fifteen minutes or so of getting to her apartment would
not exist.
“Suppose I was James Iha,” said Stephen.
“I know you are,” she said back. They were playing a game. It was a neat game.
I was liking it. Just that, I wasn’t a part of it.
I was soon handed the keys to his apartment. “Take this,” he ordered. And as
they were leaving the bar, Yoon hissed, “I would never hit that.”
If I didn’t know Stephen, I might despise him. I would hate that he did art.
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Back when we were juniors in college, he wanted to scrape off everything that
went against his grain. He wouldn’t look at paintings by Americans or Europeans
anymore. They enslaved him, compromised him, he said. He tried to understand ink
lines on Asians paintings. He tried to get into the Buddha statues. He contemplated
mountains and garlic and ancient poets who all looked exactly like Confucius. He’d nod
in agreement, contemplating representations, things he’d previously abhor putting on
canvas.
Then he went a little tweaked, like a lot of us at Hampshire. Stephen went beyond
traditional art. He cashed in all his Compact Discs which he said went against his nature
and what was left of his collection was Fishbone, Parliament, Bad Brains and a host of
jazz on Verve that he never, ever listened to.
About the remains of his music collection, I told him, “You know how whiteminded you got to be to listen to that shit?”
“Whatever, I gotta stop and start somewhere.” He seemed serious.
Desperate. And now, years later, with girlfriend tucked away, he was off to
exchange fluids with a really WASPy-looking individual.

Not long after Stephen left with the girl, “Let’s roll,” someone said.
Mike and Paul went their way. Outside, the cold breeze seemed to wake me up a
bit and the prospect of going into Stephen’s apartment alone got me borderline depressed.
Yoon and I were going the same way. I stopped.
“Let’s go in here,” I told Yoon.
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“You don’t want to go there. That’s the blah blah lounge.”
“So what?”
“It’s not our scene. It’s kinda expensive, too.”
“So what? Let’s try it.”
Yoon let out a sigh: “It’s on your tab.”
We walked in.
Before the barmaid finally got to us, I nearly sobered up. From this woman you
weren’t going to get, “What’re we having boys?” like back in Lawrence. We were sitting
on these deco-type stools and scrawny tables looking at people who did not look like us,
even if some of them were Asian.
In times like this, the notion of hypocrisy seems pointless. What I mean is here’s
Yoon going to the bathroom, coming back sniffling and here’s me saying, “Why don’t
you share some of that shit?” and then underneath the anorexic table, I’m handed the soft
bag of scooze.
In the bathroom, I looked at myself in the mirror. I looked like me. I looked also
at the grayish wall, moonish, but silky too, like seal skin: all the nicks and holes coming
to a hard design. I felt the wall with the tips of my fingers, which spread against it like a
stupid fan display that can actually look nice.
When I came out and sat back, I sipped on the drink, saluted, thanked Yoon and
watched a tallish man, slim, hair dyed blondish-white walk into the place. He had aura
walking in with three quiet-looking guys, big guys. He talked soft but laughed with
heart. On his table appeared a dish with a pineapple in the center. Who is this fucker? I
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thought. Then, it occurred to me that this man was Billy Idol. It had been awhile since
he’d done anything. I mean here was somebody who’d shot his wad.
“That’s Billy Idol,” I told Yoon.
“Maybe,” he said.
“Nah man, this is good.”
“People come here all the time. I saw Crispin Glover here once.”
“Nah man, this is good.”
“What’s so good about it?”
“I want to talk to him,” I said.
“You’re not,” said Yoon, taking small gulps of his cocktail.
“Yes I am,” I replied.
He put the glass down, sighed, looked straight into me and said, “You’re cokedup, fucked-up and you’re going to sit still till my drink’s done.”
“I’m going.”
“No you’re not!”
I turned from my seat and waved my hand. “Billy Idol!” I said so everyone in the
place could hear me.
This is when Yoon crouched a bit, stretching his lips in anguish, just like the
chump that he was.
I noticed the people noticing, showing their New York sense of intrigue or
whatever. I could see Billy Idol’s table look at us, humoring us a tad. They were
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chuckling, amused. “Billy Idol!” I called again. People at the table acknowledged but
there was something more humorous than I cared to know. I wanted to know.
As soon as I made to jaunt over, Yoon slipped out of his chair and grabbed me by
my jacket’s sleeve. He wasn’t taking no; I could feel it from the grip.
When he dragged me out, with the rush of the cold air, something registered. I
had to puke. I’m looking at red bricks, face into some urine-smelling comer, warm
clumps, bits and pieces of seafood noodle soup coming out my mouth like dung and
there’s Yoon, slapping my back, kinda hard, yelling in my ears “That wasn’t Billy Idol
you dolt! That was Jim Jarmusch!”
What can I say? Fuckers are like twins.

Around noon the next day, Stephen walked in. “Did you have the jimmies on
tight?” I asked.
“Yes I did. I’m not going to die,” and not even turning to look my way. He
rushed to the bedroom, came out with a towel wrapped around his waist and stomped into
the bathroom.

Giran finally called a few days later. She had waited because The Best Friend
was over. At a place called the Combread Cafe, Stephen and I sat waiting for her and
when she arrived, and spotted us in the comer table, she kissed Stephen and then, putting
her cheeks to my face, did a little peck. She said, “It’s so good to finally meet you Alex.”
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While Stephen and Giran yakked on, I stayed quiet for most of the dinner and
when the bill came, I said I’d pay for it. It was something like a hundred bucks. Back in
Lawrence, I could eat for a month with that kind of change. And once, I did not eat
because I couldn’t find the can opener.
I wanted to leave some impression and as I felt it my duty to embarrass Stephen, I
told Giran how Stephen says, “Giran is empirically beautiful,” like it was a testimony.
Hearing this, Stephen threw a balled-up napkin at me. Then, Giran went into a thing
about how when she was young, a little girl, everyone told her how pretty she was. I
decided to dislike her.
Then something hit: Giran was pure, beautiful. Like if she took all her clothes
off, she’d look like a boy, despite her stint with Slanted and all its potential implications.
I said I’d be outside smoking a cigarette and they said they’d be out in a jiffy.
They were holding hands and kissing each other. They were really in love, at least for
the moment, and they clung on, as if wanting to mold into each other but the thing which
was hardest to stomach was watching them actually say bye. What kids they were, I was
thinking.

Me and Stephen walked back to his pad and as soon as we got in, he picked up the
phone and dialed his 911, which was Bemie.
Waiting for Bemie to bring the goods, Stephen took me on a tour of his little
studio. “New paintings,” he said. I had told him over the phone from back in Kansas

that when I come up, we weren’t going to do anymore blow, nor was I going to give him
comments on his paintings.
“Why don’t you give these some names?”
“Come on. I don’t want to do this, I don’t know shit about paintings,” I told him.
“Bitch, what’s there to know,” he replied.
“I’m nobody’s bitch, bitch.”
“Sure you’re not,” he shot back.
Stephen took me once to MOMA for an exhibition of the Italian painter and
sculptor Giocametti where we decided the drawings were better than the sculptures. We
then went into the permanent collection. He was talking loud and I was replying in
whispers but he didn’t get it. “What?” he’d shout. The people were staring at paintings,
folding their arms, hand on chin, conjuring up myriad thoughts. All going, Hmm.
He pointed to the gigantic Monet, said, “Heroic. He’s the only one in the bunch.”
Looking at a Pollock piece, he was like, “This one’s not that good, I don’t like
It. I like his number 1A, you could see the heart.” He went on. “That one’s Dubuffet.
Doesn’t that sound cool, Dubuffet?”
But it was the one by a guy named Cy Twombly I remember most. There were
globs of red paint, slashes of blue and yellow, pencil scratches, stuff that could put a fouryear-old to shame. Not that I’m some appreciator of things but looking at Cy Twombly, I
choked up. Then I got embarrassed.
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Stephen walked over, glanced my face, and said “Yeah, I know.” This is why
he’s my boy. “You have to paint a million paintings to get to there.” His fingers stayed
up pointing at the piece.
“Patterns, movements, not stuff. Fuck subject matter!” He said that real loud, as
if cursing someone, jerking me out of my Twombly mood and when the heads of people
turned, I resigned to his lack of shame. “See, Twombly doesn’t rely too much on
accident, takes responsibility for his freedom.” There was no stopping him.

So far, Stephen’s paintings were numbers.
“You’ll be helping me out. Anything.” He kept egging me on.
I gave in. What the hell? I said, “This one, call, ‘Guys I Know’: there’s four guys
in a pick-up going to the town fair or the farmer’s market and they’re going to make their
wives proud and happy they married them.”
He mashed up his lips, disapproving. Then I got into it. I went on to the next
piece.
“This one, call, ‘Toying with Hate’: there’s an angry man, angrier than you and
me, twisting the head of an ostrich and it seems like some sort of weird sex is going on.
Bestiality?”
He gave that same look, a little more amplified. I was on a roll.
“This one, call, ‘I want to be Amish’: sick and tired of the expected and rewarded
meanness and solipsism, I see a boy frowning, spooning Cheerios. ‘I want to be Amish’.
Call it that.”

Before I got to the fourth painting, Bemie knocked. He asked if we were
brothers, he always does this when I visit, and again Stephen told him to cram it or
something and tasted the blow, shook his head okie dokie. He gave Bemie the eighty and
we stayed up till six in the morning doing all of it, talking too much smack until my
mouth felt like old chewing gum.
I packed my things and put them in the car the next morning, afternoon really. I
was served a scrumptious omelet breakfast with sliced tomatoes and orange juice. I
wolfed it down. Stephen didn’t eat much of it himself. There was a pot of steaming
coffee.
Then, we were standing outside his door like we were waiting for somebody. I
put my stuff in the backseat.
I just miss New York every once in awhile.
When Stephen moved to New York right after college and stayed there since, I
had traveled to all parts, including Korea, and now, I was back in school in Kansas of all
places. We kept in touch through letters since we both hated computers. In one letter he
said, “Come back to me, Alex.” That’s when I started calling him.
I had my hand on the car door. I told him, “Call the fourth new painting Brooklyn
Brown. You live in Brooklyn, there’s a lot of brown in it.”
“Don’t be driving ninety miles eating Taco Bell with them eighteen-wheelers
cramming in,” he said.
I got in my vehicle and started her up. Stephen was standing on the street.
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After escaping the maze of the City, I drove straight for hours. When night came
on the road, I watched the flicker of tree shadows, the reddish-orange of truck lights
going into air. Once in Kentucky and once in Arkansas, I stopped for gas and cigarettes.
I must have eaten ten Chimichangas and drank a gallon of Dr. Pepper or Mr. Pibb. Till I
got to Lawrence, I wasn’t going to stop and every time I see that sign it happens: I get
psyched. So after about twenty hours, when I saw it, KANSAS WELCOMES YOU, I
was pumped. I was all: “Yoodle-ladee-hoo!”
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The Fundamentalists

I asked her to come in. It’s a little nippy outside, I said. Would you like some
tea? Earl Grey, I said. Oolong, I said.
I wouldn’t mind a cup of oolong, she said. I put the kettle on the stoveand asked
if she would like to use the restroom and she said she did.
She came out with her jacket folded in her arms. She flipped her long curly hair
to the side. My, I was thinking, what curls.
About the exchange, I said, what did you think?
Well, she started, but didn’t finish. It was a big question. I had skipped theusual
because my thoughts were stained with anxiety.
She was sitting on my couch. I had bought the couch just a month ago. I was
willing to spend fourteen hundred dollars on it as a way of supporting my study habits - 1
like to lay comfortably when reading. I was sitting across from her, in a wooden chair,
part of a dining set.
At the exchange, she showed up in a hooded sweatshirt and told no one in
particular that at a certain point, she was going to need water and sure enough, moments
later, a pitcher of iced water with cups appeared on the table. Then the ethicist came in.
He came in with his friends, the theologian and the church historian.
Though my classmates and I did not want to lose our school to the
fundamentalists, we knew where the waves were headed, at about what time it would hit.
It was evident in the triumphant entrance of the ethicist and his friends.
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She took the cup of tea and nodded thank you. Well, she said. So, she said.
Remind me again where you’re from? Clearly, she wanted to change topics. I obliged.
She listened, moving her lips and then lowering her eyes. She sipped her tea and
let it rest on the palm of her hand.
Dr. Nesmith, professor of pastoral care, was ostracized by a bulk of her fellow
faculty members.
Babies, babies, babies, she’d once chided, up on the pulpit during a chapel
worship service. And after, the ethicist had challenged her to an open debate about the
rights of self versus the rights of God. Dr. Nesmith was one of two female faculty
members at the seminary.

The reason why I’m here is to tell you that I’m leaving the school, she said.
She tilted her head back to drink the last drop of oolong and I asked her if she
would like another cup. It had been cold and wet outside. She answered yes she would
like another cup. I was wearing the kind of socks one wears with waterproof winter
boots even though it was still March and the weather was typically Ohio.
What do you think will happen if the fundamentalist take over the school?
The kind of world lens sported by any fundamentalist will turn a person
reactionary rather than introspective.
Introspection, she said, is what Jesus was asking for, finally.
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In the bread pantry I had an opened package of dark rye. I usually slap on slices
of turkey meat, spread a little Dijon. Sometimes, I’ll add lettuce but seldom cheese.
I had prepared, achingly, a pair of Cornish game hens, polenta and fresh
asparagus tips.
Would she like something to eat. Was she hungry, I had asked. After all, I said,
it is dinnertime.

The ethicist and his friends the theologian and church historian were dressed for
the occasion. It was a statement of politics that Dr. Nesmith was so casual in her attire.
As for the ethicist and his friends, I should say that I’d never seen so much tweed on
single bodies.
The friends took seats at the ends of the room. The room was filled mostly with
students and a few peripheral faculty members - the adjuncts and lecturers. I gathered
that the other members of the thirteen faculty did not want to bother. That is, whether or
not the rest of the faculty were for or against the right to terminate a fetus or baby was
beside the point. Dr. Nesmith, right or wrong, was a combative element in an otherwise
peaceful school of ministry.
I understood this well since the debate was never going to come to a close by any
standards. This fact, Dr. Nesmith also knew, though, that was also not her point.
And I wondered if the ethicist, Dr. Kim, and, his friends would allow themselves
to admit to this. Then I wondered if they could actually understand. I wondered if the
power of God had frozen their thought apparatus to some stagnant point.
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At the exchange, Dr. Nesmith had gone first. She presented the people with the
history. She presented the implications. It was an impassioned account and we wished,
from what she was saying and the way she was saying them, that she did not have the
kind of life which was capable of understanding and producing such detailed and earnest
of an account.

Warming her hands on the cup, she began her plea. She told me then that I was
her St. Paul, though, she was not any Christ-figure. Of course, she had said, I’m not
likening myself to Christ.
I thought of cutting up some cheese, taking out crackers and displaying them over
a plate. I wanted to uncork the wine.
When she spilled some of the oolong on her dress, I rushed to the kitchen and
found a clean towel and ran it through water. I brought it to her and proceeded to rub out
the stain. Oolong stains, I was telling her, are hard to erase.
Richard, she was saying, trying to stop me but I was determined to get the stain
off. I did not want her leaving my place with a large stain of Chinese tea on her dress.
Soon enough, she surrendered to my will.
She proceeded to tell me about her life and once again, I felt more pity than
respect.
She had been at a university in Sheffield, in the United Kingdom, which prepared
people more for scholarship rather than preparing them for the ministry. She explained
that the United Kingdom was the only place on earth whose conservative schools of
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religion were simultaneously respected for their academic achievements. But the
conservatism in the UK is not like the ones here, she noted.
Listen, I told her, I have this nice bottle of wine. I am not sure how you think
about that but behind closed doors, I don’t mind and I am not overridden with guilt
afterwards.
Oh Richard, she said. Clearly, she was amused. She paused then said, That
would be nice, that would be really nice.

Because you are the president of the student body and because I do not wish to
make a public announcement for my leaving, I would like for you to hear it from me and
deliver it to the students. Maybe you can do it at a chapel service, she said. As you
know, she said, I am very fond of the students and in these three years, my affection for
you has grown immensely.
I took a sip of my wine and let a cracker crumble in my mouth.
Before the plate became empty and the wine finished, she forecasted the story of
the seminary. Without a doubt, it would fall into the hands of the fundamentalists. What
she had been trying to revive into the school would become deflated. The school’s
version of the good news would become decrepit. Students wouldn’t need merely to
subscribe to the philosophy of the teachers. By virtue of sitting in the classroom, passing
each day deadened by crooked theories of God, students would reproduce in themselves
what their teachers would have pontificated.
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I was scratching the side of my foot grown itchy from the thick socks listening to
this woman, whose book,

TheQueer Church: Lesbitarianism in the U.S.A., h

out published by Solid Ground Books, the most socially conscious of religious
publishers. The book, she said, had caught the attention of the faculty at a prestigious
seminary in Boston. Also, she said, some of her close friends were faculty members at
the seminary.
For the faculty at my seminary, the book was the final straw. The book had been
praised by the likes of what the faculty had called heretics. She was going to accept an
offer by such heretics from a Boston seminary. Soon, she would be making her home in
Cambridge, she said.
That she said Cambridge began to grate on me and that she would employ the
term post-structural to describe the kind of Jesus living among us in the present was also
irritating.

The dinner I prepared for you tonight consists of chicken and fresh vegetables, I
said.
On the table I placed another bottle of sauvignon blanc and the meal that I had
prepared. It was one prepared with agony since I was hoping it would see its day and, of
course, I was grateful that it would.
You can be my St. Paul, she said again and began telling me what I already knew.
As a measure of obligation, I told her that we were willing to forgive her for what
she thought was desertion and in an attempt to say the truth, I told her that love and

devotion went beyond the mindless construction of what was and what wasn’t. We loved
her regardless and in a way, I told her, she was our prophet.
Richard, she let out, obviously humbled.

The unfinished bottle of wine made itself back to the living room. She asked for
one more glass. She explained that, then, that after the one glass, she would be finished.
This is what I want you to tell them, she said.
I know you are willing to forgive me, and I mean you in the general. I know how
all of you think of me. I won’t throw you any fake humility. I’m not leaving because of
a higher salary or because of the success of my book.
If I speak out for my rights once again and then have to toil over the repercussions
of it, I think I’ll disintegrate. I think I can’t do it. Soon, I’ll need to be, as tough as I
thought I was, amongst like-minded colleagues.
She held out her hand and I poured yet another glass.
She sipped her wine and made a noise. I though maybe she was wiping her face
with the sleeves of her blouse. She was sitting on my couch and she no longer had the
posture she once did.
When I returned from the bathroom, I saw that she had fallen into sleep, and in
order for her to stretch her legs more, to not be tangled up, I decided to take off her heels.
She would be comfortable. Because it had been a colder evening, I produced a blanket
from the room and pulled it over her chin.
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The Boy and His Father

THE BOY

He crashed into a signboard which read Crestmont Manor. When he got up and
looked at the sign and then the building, he thought, There’s no manor here? The
collision had sent a pedal flying into a copse nearby but it had happened too quickly for
the boy to see; when he saw that he lost the pedal, “Goddamnit, fuck!” he cursed. He
saw that his handlebars were scraped and it seemed the frame was slightly crooked. He
cursed again. The tires seemed okay for the moment. What worried him most was that
he hit his head against something but he couldn’t be sure what that was. He felt around
the bump, and was relieved to find that it was numb to his touch. He stared at the
signboard again and twisted his head around back and forth. It couldn’t have been the
signboard he’d hit, he was pretty sure of that. The smack had a jagged feel. It was most
likely a tree branch he’d zipped through. It felt like a branch. Briefly, he tried to figure
out how fast he was going and why he was going so fast.
There was no other damage as far as he could see except that he couldn’t shake
the spook. It stuck to him like wad of gum. He checked his pocket and made sure the
white powder ma was there. He loved that. He loved the names of it: Cola, candy cane,
white powder ma. He preferred it over stuff, the C word, blow. At least the white
powder ma was there, he thought. Thank God the white powder ma is there!
He carried his bike up the stairs to his house and opened the door and found his
father staring at the television, stuffing a handful of popcorn into his face. The father
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turned around momentarily to watch his son come in. Then he went back to the screen
and after a pause, turned around again and called out, “What’s new killer?” He had his
hand over the side of the couch.
Nada, the boy thought. He was fussing with his bike, trying to get it leaned
against the wall in the crowded hallway.
“I said what’s new!” the father tried again.
“Hunky-dory!” the boy replied, his head lowered and going upstairs to his room.
“Good one.” Returning to the television, the father dug his hand into the greasy
bag of the popcorn.
When inside the room, the boy saw a fly, a faint and tired one, buzzing around the
package of gummy bears he had left opened on the sill. He didn’t like them anyway he
decided. On his wall were posted up his guitar heroes. Unlike his friends at school, he
preferred what was considered classic rock.
Leaned against a comer of the boy’s room was his Japanese-made Kramer, which
was called a Focus and next to it, turned facing the wall, was his amplifier, a small
twelve-watt Peavey, the Bandit. The effect pedals dumped on the floor had flashy names
like Thunder Fuzz and Liquid Sky instead of the normal Distortion or Flanger.
He couldn’t stand looking at his gear anymore. The sight of it seemed to suck the
life out of him. A few weeks back, he was witness to a band practice at a friend’s house.
The older brother and his band displayed with their instruments what the boy believed
was wizardry technique. They seemed to possess a kind of expertise which he felt he
could never achieve. Even the drummer had a look in the eyes.
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With the level on the Thunder Fuzz all the way up, what he did best was shake his
guitar, though, he’d once bluffed that he’d practiced fourteen hours one day, from dusk to
dawn, and had learned all the scales including all of the Greek modes. To this, someone
overhearing, a much older boy, craning his thick neck into the circle, replied, “Bull.
Fucking. Shit.”

He was thinking he could even call it white mowder pa. Then he thought of his
father downstairs. He noticed his own heartbeat. Looking around his room, as if to find
a solution to the anxiety, he felt even worse. His gear glared at him. Anything was better
than the sight of his gear.
He opened his desk drawer and produced a pen knife and unloading the white
powder ma onto a CD jacket, he began pressing it with the knife sideways. After
flattening the drug to his satisfaction, he turned the knife and began to dice methodically
but it was too late, he noticed. A film of sweat streaked across his forehead. It seemed to
have appeared all at once, magically. Wiping the sop off his forehead, he felt the start of
panic and this is what he feared most. The panic would ruin his high and nothing was
going to help this. Doesn’t that fucker ever leave the house? He thought.
He made four thin lines and then listened. He listened for quick movements,
creaks, change in TV volume, water running. But finally, it didn’t matter. The white
powder ma on the desk seemed to glint. He began rolling a dollar bill as tightly as he
could and when he felt the implement was sufficient, he placed it against the CD jacket
and sucked through his nose. With a couple of fingers blocking his nostrils, he looked
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directly at the ceiling. He saw the glow-in-the-dark stars which created a version of a
constellation and which had been put up long ago. Bitch, cunt, he thought, mouthing the
words. He went down to snort another line.
He looked over his shoulders and stared at nothing. He did it again to the left. He
tried to laugh it off and made the attempt with a guffaw like loud cartoon characters.
Hearing himself laugh like that spooked him more. He thought of turning on some
music. Tunes, yes! he thought.
On top of one of the milk crates where he’d neatly placed all of his CDs was an
unopened disk entitled

Blow by Blow by the artist Jeff Beck. At the jam session

dwarfed his confidence, he had listened intently to the older boys talking. At one point,
they talked about someone named Jeff Beck. It was an important name in terms of guitar
history and he remembered seeing it in print in a number of guitar magazines. He had
picked up the CD early in the week in vague hopes that by virtue of listening to the artist,
he’d become like the admirers. The boy ripped opened the plastic cover and took out the
CD. He examined it for a second, amused by the title, and stuck it into the boombox.
Staring at the remaining two lines, he leaned back on his bed. He then walked up
to the boombox and turned up the volume. He stared at the lines again. Again, he
thought it could be called white mowder pa. He thought of his father downstairs. Couchfucking-potato, he thought.
It was difficult to grasp the music, not any of it making much sense. There was
too much groove, too much lubrication. He stepped up to his desk for another line. All
the while, he kept thinking, white mowder pa, white mowder pa and if someone had stuck
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a mike to his chest, it could have become drum tracks for the kind of music produced in
basements.
The boy went down, sucked through his nose and stared at the ceiling again. And
when, through his mouth, he let out the sucked-in breath, he also saw the door creak
open.

The boy watched his father turn to the table, locating the bag of cocaine, the
jacket of the CD and the one remaining line. The boy had his fingers wiping the nose.
The father twisted his lips: “Hunky-dory?” In his cocaine spell, the boy had missed
locking the door.
When the father walked to the table and the CD jacket where the line of cocaine
remained, the boy let out a squeaky moan and worse than the lame punishment he’d
endure, he saw an unbearable afternoon ahead, narrow and dark. The father began to
spill the drug into the miniature bag from which it came.
“That’s mine!” the boy tried.
With the usual tinge of sarcasm which never stopped sounding mean to the boy
“That’s the problem,” the father smiled and then, as if to remember his paternal authority,
the father stopped, turned around, pronounced: “I’m surprised at you. What is this?”
The father wore a long-sleeve striped polo shirt, the type one might find at
department store basements. It was brown with sky-blue and orange lines. His
overgrown beard extended to his cheekbones, climbing to his eyes. He had on a good
watch, a sign of better days. His arms were hairy and skinny but his potbelly came out to

the point where it seemed possible to rest a vase on top of it. The stomach looked like a
box, a refrigerator in a cubicle next to a desk. For the boy, the stomach was especially
telling: consummate loser, jack off five times a day till the end of time, till it falls off.
“That’s mine!”
“No son,” the father replied. He held up the bag and began his brand of the drug
lecture. “This stuff will kill you,” he said. “This stuff will ruin your life. Believe me, I
know what I’m talking about.”
“But it’s mine” said a cracking voice.
“I don’t understand you.” And before knowing it, the father began something,
bringing up the past, and just as he was about to blurt the name of the boy’s mother, he
stopped. The boy watched his father’s entire face begin to squash up.
“Fuck you!” the boy shot, reaching up to grab away the bag. The father whisked
his hands away and stunned at the boy’s resolve, slapped him clear across the side of his
face with enough impact to throw him to the floor.

WHITE POWDER MA
The boy was thirteen. He had bought the blow from another boy named Macho
who was also thirteen but looked older. The boy Macho had even a tattoo which said,
Heysoos Saves. Handing over the bag, Macho had said, “You don’t want no trees, I got
some trees?” “Nah, this is good,” the boy said back. “Take it easy and everything,” said
Macho, stuffing the twenty dollar bill in his pocket. Then Macho left, walked back and
away. He seemed to vanish into the road.
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The boy had been excited after, and had biked straight into a signboard which said
Crestmont Manor. It was a signboard he hadn’t noticed before. There was nothing
manor about the place. The boy had been excited and he was looking forward to an
afternoon of snorting cocaine. He had planned this. He was planning this the night
before as he popped gummy bears in his mouth as someone wearing pajamas might.
The boy was also playing in a band.
He was supposed to play in a band who’d called themselves something different
like Dog Argus or One Dainty Sum or Solomon Wisdom. He and his friends had talked
to death about it.
The boy could pedal his way to the house where he and his father lived, at the
edge of the downtown district, on a street cramped with houses resigned under trees too
big and muscular. He could fly home on his bike through thick shrubbery, hitting busted
up roots and slippery stones and not flinch. But that afternoon, he had hit a sign that was
there as obvious as the streets.

THE FATHER
The father watched his son getting up from off the floor. He couldn’t help his boy
up, embrace him. Instead, “What in fuck’s name’s happening to you?” said the father.
Thick from the mucus, the boy spit out, “I don’t give a flying fuck what’s
happening to me!”
The father thought to say, Son, I give a flying fuck: He said, “Talk to your dad
like that?”
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“So what? So fucking what!”
The father was holding up the bag of the white powder ma. He was going to say
something. He was holding up the bag of the blow and he was bringing it back and from
his face like he was going to eat it. “This,” he said. The father had a recollection, a
notion of something. Holding the bag, he understood, the bag felt good.

In the bathroom, he looked down in the toilet. This was the bathroom where the
same Kleenex which had been used for nose-blowing was used again to wipe the brown
splotches from around the edges of the toilet.
The tiny bag felt good and the father thought, Back in the day.
“Flush it down the toilet!” the boy ordered from the door. The father flipped his
head toward the boy. He was sorry that his son was so smart.
“Flush it down the toilet!” the boy demanded.
The father said, “This,” holding the bag as if it were a coin. He began to finger
the bag, getting it damp and slippery. Tingling thoughts rushed through and he knew
then that he couldn’t do it. He couldn’t flush it down the toilet. He wanted some of it.
He could taste it. He could water-blast it. He could be sitting on the couch with a grin on
his face, tapping his fingers on the armrest. He had missed it and somehow he had to get
rid of the boy.
He stared at his boy. “Where did you get this?”
“Flush it down the toilet!”
“I’m asking you a question. Where did you get this?”
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“Who cares where I got it. Flush it down the toilet!” The boy’s face was red and
his throat stretched.
“You’re not gonna do it. Fuck you!”
At last, the boy went back to his room.
The father remained in the bathroom. It was hard in the cramped place, but he
could dodge the mirror. He heard the nasty boom of his son’s door slam and soon, he
heard thunderous guitar and drums coming out of it. It was wicked sounding and could
call something to life.
The father opened up the bag and took a sniff. He kissed a finger, stuck it in the
bag, took it out, and then brushed it across his gums. He walked down to the kitchen and
stood for awhile, looked around and then went back up to his own room looking for
something with a flat glassy surface. He found a hand-mirror and an old pocketknife. He
made three fat lines and snorted one and looked up to the ceiling and noticed spots which
looked like giant coffee stains.
He sat on his bed for awhile, immobilized, and when track three blasted through
the walls from the boy’s room, he thought he saw a rocket. All the blast and flame
seemed to be there. Had he been on LSD, this was possible. On cocaine, aside from
gaining the usual fake confidence, he’d get either a watery feeling in his stomach and
maybe get a little paranoid but it would be impossible to hallucinate. That was acid or
mushrooms. He looked again. Propped up inside his bureau next to the box of envelopes
was an eighty-cent Anniversary stamp with a space shuttle next to the face. That made
sense.

But what kind of cocaine was this, anyway? A boy thirteen-years old, weighing a
little over a hundred pounds could suffer from the potency of such a drug; I mean, how
can a stamp become a flaming rocket? There must be numerous stories of boys
becoming dead, stiffening up frozen, eyes wide open, and dying on their beds due to
cocaine effects.
With his fingers splayed against the edge of the bed, the father’s lips began to
loose open, a faint gasp escaping. He was wearing dirty cotton socks and he nearly
slipped off the wooden floor bolting to his boy’s room.
“Anthony, are you in there? Open the door. Come on, I’m not fucking around.”
Nothing.
He twisted the doorknob, knocking and then, soon enough, pounding.
He looked away. He enunciated: “Jesus, fuck.” He thought he’d cry and then
noticed he actually was. He looked around and finally, when he decided to rush the door
open, he heard the music go off.
He caught his breath. “Anthony?” he said, ventilating. “You okay buddy?”
“I’m not opening the door,” the boy replied.
He caught his breath again. “Alright buddy.”
Walking away, he punched the wooden rail of the stairs, hissing, “Jesus Christ,
fucking kid.”
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Like This?

The woman I like, Kathryn, occupies maybe thirty percent of my mental
apparatus. She works as checker at the Gaseteria here in Peking, Nebraska, where I ’m
also the minister of the Methodist Church. When after filling up at the Gaseteria, I throw
the bills on the counter as a way of telling Kathryn that I could love her. Honey, I want
to say, you and me. You and me in a house with pets and children and I could preach.
Let me tell you about the United Methodist Corporation, I’d say. We have a killer
pension plan and when I’m fifty-five and you’re seventy-five, we could retire. We could
live by the beach, sunbathe.
When I throw my money at her, she raises her brows, stares, and scoops up the
cash. She throws the change back, making the change clank, and I say, “Nice.”
“You throw your money at me, I throw them back”, she says.
“Oh,” I say, “is that a proverb or something?” Love.

I have a new parishioner, Lawrence Caraway, and he wanted, after coming to the
church for a month, for me to have breakfast with him at the Denny’s on Saturday
mornings. He had been digging into the tomes of obsolete men and had wanted to
unpack what he thought were their musings of God and God’s kingdom.
We’re sitting at the Denny’s slicing up the Grand Slam breakfast, washing it
down with coffee and he’s telling me, “Archie, I’m what you call a sex addict.” I catch a

bite of sausage in my throat. The thing could come flying out but I recompose, drink my
coffee and look square into his eyes. The man is pretty serious.
“Lare,” I say, “just between you and me, if I could be boinking instead of
preaching, I’d be doing it. If I could do it nineteen times a day, I’d do it. There is no
such thing as a sex addict.”
“Okay,” he says, nodding his head but not to agree. “Say you make, like I do, a
hundred Gs per but you save zilch and find yourself in the red all the time because your
monthly bills exceed ten Gs. Say it was like that.”

I head for the Gaseteria after meeting with Caraway and pick up the Peking
Gazette. I throw a dollar on the counter and the love of my life barks, “That’s ignorant of
you.”
“Ignorant?” I echo, looking into those dull eyes and fake lashes that go on and on.
“Yes, ignorant,” she says. “You know, rude, she says.”
“Oh,” I say back. “I thought you meant ignorant like eats the wrong food.” I say,
“Like tofu not in the lexicon. Like no luck or gumption to ever leave Fucktown, USA;
like bearing children at fourteen while your man leaves you because you’ve begun to
look like an eggplant; like having grandchildren at the age of forty.” Love.

Saturdays, I try to stay away from the church but I’m in the sanctuary. I’m sitting
in the very first pew staring at the altar. I stare at the pulpit, the varnished cross, the
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baptismal font. In such times, churchy things always have a different look. It’s their
time to shine and somehow they know this.
I know that no addiction can separate a man, or a woman, from God’s love. No
amount of failure, metaphysical or not, can kill that path to God. To make sense and
pave healthy roads to God is the final sin, I understand this. In fact, I deem everything
under the sun blasphemous. All philosophies, heresies. Intentions and hard work, what’s
called ethics, I declare the most hideous lies known to life. Shy people and what emerges
like Jonah prayers, occurrences which shouldn’t be but are, those things, they’re holy.
Walk inside any unnamable pain or atrocity, and you will find God.
I know that before I enjoy my pension, I will sit in a wheelchair and someone will
feed me potato soup. I will gaze into air and there might and there might not be talk
about me having once been a clergyperson. These people in white uniforms will not fear
me since I will be passive, one of the quieter patients. This is to say that I’ve touched the
barks of insanity and dug my fingernails into them. Anymore, I don’t try to take out the
splinters for how can you walk away, pull up your socks, run your hand and arms across
your nose and start over again?
Kathryn’s smeared face on my mind, I drive to the parsonage from the church and
go through the pages of the Peking Gazette. I land in the personals column and there it
is: 1-800-FUCK-HER: 99 cents per minute, plus a small $9.98 connect charge. I fetch
my wallet and yank out the Visa:
“Hi there,” says the phone sex operator, “what’s your name?”
“Lawrence Caraway,” I say.
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“Where you from Lawrence?”
“Peking, China.”
She laughs and laughs and in that trail, I hear her lose all that sultry.
Getting it together, “What do you like?” she says.
“I’d like to do a role-play,” is my offering.
“Kinky.”
“Not really and you know it, I say.”
“Okay, okay, chainsaw...it’s your dime.”
“Your name is Kathryn and you’re fifty years old.”
‘Okay,” says the sex operator.
“I’m seventeen, come home from drinking with my friends.”
“Sounds good.”
“You got that PBS don’t-fuck-me look. I’m seventeen and drunk and you’re my
mother’s best friend. You come to visit for a week and while mom and dad are upstairs
asleep I tell you I’m taking a massage therapy class at the community college because
I’m starting college early. Because you’ve never had the gumption to say no, you say
yes, and you let me massage your neck thinking your helping me out with my homework.
I go down to the cleavage to the tip of your bra and play with the lacing of it and you
gasp but still can’t say no. You move around to try to say no and I get it. I say do you
want your feet massaged? I take you to the living room, say take a seat on the couch and
I say it’s okay leave your nylons on and I go, moving up to your calves, then thighs.
Your dress bunches up at the hips and I tell you could you please spread your legs a little.
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I know it’s kind of confusing but this is when I want you to say: like this? I have strong
hands and while you’re beginning to forget your own name, I ask you to spread your legs
as wide as they can go.”
“Like this?”
“Yes, just like that.”
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The Last Days of Ginseng

I
She was out herding the goats. In her pants pockets, she had some boiled rice.
She took it out every so often and jammed a handful in her face. She was watching the
goats, making sure they wouldn’t go astray. But a goat meandered, and went far into the
slopes of the hills. It went into the bushes and several other goats tried to follow. She
followed and ordered it to come down but the goat stayed in the bushes, up in the slope.
It was eating a root. After chewing on it for awhile, the goat went back for another.
These roots were abundant. She went and pulled one out. “What a strange looking root,”
holding it up and turning it around. She dug into her pants and got a handful of rice and
stuffed her face with it. The rice was delicious. She took a cautious bite of the root. It
wasn’t bad.
She brought a bunch of the root back home and cut it up and added to the bowl of
rice gruel. The gruel was for her sick daughter-in-law. She knew that her son was out
chopping tobacco. His one cow had been imported and he had told it proudly to the
villagers. He was a pious man and probably, he was praying to the gods of his ancestors
while chopping the tobacco. He believed they would listen, they would hear the cries of
the poor young man. He wanted a son.
She chopped the root in tiny pieces and prayed for her daughter-in-law to quick
health. All this was not selfless since she needed her daughter-in-law. There were chores
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around the farm. There were things around the store. There was inventory and the
books. There were the visits to town.
“Here,” the mother said. She held the spoon to the daughter-in-law’s mouth. It
would hardly open. Lightly, she pried the closed mouth open, tipping the spoon into the
gates of teeth. “It’s good,” she said and let it slide, the gruel, from the spoon into the
mouth. The sick woman, hardly eighteen years of age, let her mouth taste the gruel. She
swallowed. Shortly after eating the gruel, the young woman died. The son blamed his
mother. She blamed bad luck.
She said, “That girl was bad luck to begin with.”
“Bad luck, bad luck, bad luck!” he said.
“We can bury her on the side west of our hills.”
“Bad luck, bad luck, bad luck! ’
“We can find you a new bride. One without the jinx.”
“Jinx, my foot,” he hissed. He threw his hands up in the air. He threw his things
on the floor from the cabinets. He began to pack a suitcase.
“Leave your aging mother like this?”
“It’s madness here.”
“Five days, I was in labor with you.”
“One more time,” he said. Between her son and herself was a finger denoting the
number one.
What was he thinking? she worried.
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He could sell the farm and the store. He could move to the capitol and find a job
in factory. He would leave his aging mother to die homeless. She deserved it. She was a
wicked lady. She was becoming crazy or was already so. She was the jinx. She was the
curse of the family. It was a wonder that he’d live that long.
And she could see herself like the other senile and abandoned lunatics, roaming
around the town square. There was an old hag who slept on the benches. She was an old,
toothless woman, who flashed her breasts to young boys.
After a hard pause, she said, “Leave your helpless mother like this?”
He put his hand on her forehead when she tried to pull him down. She wanted
him to stop packing his stuff. She could not stand the sight of her son packing his things.
Where would she go and what would she do? She was old and illiterate. She was going
to die soon. She had wanted a grandson. It could be said that that’s all she wanted. Her
son’s bride was a jinx. She had come from unlucky people.
He put his hand on her head and gave a push and she fell to the floor. He told her
it was final. But when she began to sob and then a slow wail, he gave up. Watching his
mother wail, he chimed in. Mother and son wailed on the floor. On the morning of his
bride’s death, they wailed. The wail was not unlike the cry of wild animals.
In between the sniffling, he said, “I will stay with you the rest of my life.”
“No,” she rejected. She continued. She said, “Go ahead and finish packing. Sell
the land and move to the city.”
Moved by her words, his crying became more impassioned.
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“I never will,” he remarked.
Then she advised, “I am your mother. You must do what I say. You must believe
my suspicion. I am the one without the luck. Look at your bride, I have killed her.”
From a distance, the young girl lying sideways resembled a goat, dead and ready
for slaughter.
He kneeled and pulled the covers over his dead wife.
He sang a lullaby: “When the moon’s definition is blurred with the sky, bring
your children from the cold. Bring your children to the house. When the ocean is the
size of the earth, bring your children to the sand. Bring them to the sun.”

II
They brought him in a mule-rickshaw and told the woman what had happened.
Her husband had been badly abused by brutes in town. The boy cried but the woman had
a hard look on her face. It wasn’t yet time for weeping. She cleaned her husband and put
him to bed. She whispered in the man’s ears and the man did not reply. She made rice
gruel, brought it to him, took a spoon and led it to his lips, which hardly opened. She
asked him to open it and when he did not, she enlarged the opening herself and let the
gruel slide in. She whispered in his ears. He began to speak, in a barely audible voice, in
clipped whispers. “Tell me what happened to you,” she begged. He told her.
He had been in town with a brick of cash to purchase a second cow. He knew the
farm needed the cow. The boy needed his own cow. His boy, the father knew, needed a
bride soon. The boy could do the tobacco. The boy knew about the sesame. He could

run the store. His wife, the boy’s mother, she could not run the store. The less than
twenty families of the village did not create trouble.
At the market, he was negotiating with a seller about the abilities and benefits of a
cow from abroad. The man patted the cow and dry dirt flung out of it. The cow chewed,
threw its tail to hit a fly, and let its future owner pat him more. The man entered a soup
shop to count his money.
He ordered a bowl of oxtail soup and dug into his shirt and counted his money
after finishing the soup. Five men walked in. They ordered five bowls of soup and they
watched the man’s hand inside his shirt.
“Are you from one of the villages?” one said.
“You from down over there?” another pointed.
“I’m from the country and I’m here to purchase a cow for my son,” the man
replied. Saying this, maybe he looked proud. The group of men went back to their
soups. They watched the man pay for his soup. The men followed. They found the man
making his way to the livestock vendors and at the right moment, they threw a sack over
his head and hurled him to an alley. They mashed his head with a wooden crate and
knocked him out. Then they rummaged through his shirt and found the cash.
It was a horrible story for the woman to hear. It fogged up the man’s mind.
Later, the woman brought a bag of dried beef, cut it in strips and added it to the
gruel. The man, her husband, needed the strength. She chopped it in tiny pieces as to
melt into the rice. She put the spoon to her husband and told him to eat, “It’s good.”
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She said, “Your son is out at the field. The store will not open. The people
understand. Have this,” she said.
And when he ate, he began to choke
A few days later, the man was buried next to his parents, next to his uncle, his
cousins, and his grandparents. Now eight mounds of grave were in the west hills of the
village.
She opened a bottle and poured it over the grave. The boy watched. She handed
him the dried shrimp. He sprinkled it over the mound. Honor your father, she thought.
“We will go to the city tomorrow,” she said. She said, “We will meet with the
family of your bride. She will have manners but strong like an animal. Our family will
grow in numbers. We will soar like hawks.” She brushed her son’s hair and rubbed his
back. He sniffled and stared at the mound. She gazed into air.

Ill
She was called “pigshif ’ by the children in her village. Her mother had died of
sickness and no one knew where her father was.
When playing in the fields, she ran about with a hearty grin on her face. The
smile was a product of deep sorrow. When playing with the children, when they became
sick of her, they chanted, “Horseshit, dogshit, pigshit!” and ran off.
She was playing with her friends. A man in a western suit came walking over.
“Who’s that?” said a boy.

Another boy continued. He said, “He’s a mean man. He’s a crazy man. Like in
stories, he’s from the outer space. He’s from another country. He’s going to deepfry us
and eat us like chickens!”
“Horseshit, dogshit, pigshit!” said the children and scampered off, except for the
little girl. Beads of tears rolled down the man’s face as he pressed her body with his
embrace.
Later, “Your father,” her grandmother explained, “is back from the movement.”
He was part of something called ‘the movement’ but she understood little of this. He had
been messenger and spy. He had hid in caves for days and threw himself off horses, he
told her and when together sharing sliced melons, he asked what would be the one thing
she wanted. She was a little girl.
“A mother,” she said. “I would like a mother.”
The man advertised for a wife and was soon married to a buxom woman who
could work the fields.
That mother was in bed.
The girl, now in her teens, brought her a bowl of oxtail broth. She laid it next to
her bed and fed her. She brought the soup to her mouth and let it spill in. She massaged
the woman’s back. The father of the girl consulted the town physician. The physician
recommended the innards of a feline.
The father and girl went to the market and purchased a cat and attempted to
prepare it for the purpose of bringing the stepmother back to health. Holding the cat
down was a struggle. The cleaver was held up in air while three men were holding it

down. The girl, watching, wondered who’d be the more wise, the cat or the three men.
The cat whipped through the hands and ran to the hills.
About a year later, the cat returned.
By this time, the girl’s stepmother had been dead and buried and the girl was
preparing herself for marriage. The cat screeched and cried and walked regally around
the front yard of the house.
“Good earth, is that that cat?” said the girl’s father.
“It couldn’t be,” she replied.
She noticed how muscular it had become, while the pattern of stripes seemed
identical.
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The Seminary

Sharon has me over for dinner. She lives on campus, a studio in the student
apartment complex. I haven’t seen or spoken to her in three weeks.
“Oh Joseph,” she coos, and tells me things wrong with our seminary, the new
president, who is “not even ordained.”
She tells me how she misses her husband, who is two hundred miles away. “The
price you pay to become a preacher.”
I’ve brought plums.
“Ooh, plums,” she says, opening her hands to receive it. “What a treat,” she
cheers.
“Let me get out these candles. I hope they’re still good.” I sit in the one chair in
her apartment and feel uneasy watching her running about, reaching into cabinets, as if
she owes me something.
“You know,” she says, “sometimes, candles collect dust for awhile and then they
won’t light up.”
“There,” she says, placing two on silver sticks on the cloth draped over the table.
“We can eat,” her face directly before mine, from across the small table. “Do you
want to pray or,” she pauses, “should I?”
“You can,” I tell her.
She closes her eyes, offers both her hands, arms resting on the table. I take them.
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“Loving Spirit,” and then so forth and so on with “fellowship,” “communion.”
Still, I don’t care to study classmates’ prayers.
I dig my fork into the salad, which is supposed to be a Caesar’s, with its hard
croutons. They hurt the nerves in my mouth. As I munch on the leaves of the salad, I
look at the slice of lasagna, which Sharon has cut in a perfect square. I begin to wonder
how I’m going to finish it. She steals glances after each of her tiny bites.

“Do you want a piece of this?” she points a finger to a pie whose color is dull.
“No. I’m stuffed.”
“How about if I wash those plums?”
“I could go for that.”
“Alrighty, then.”
She takes the plums and tries to maneuver it among the clutter of space in her
small counter. Her sink and counter, I could see, from where I sit, is downright messy.
She brings the several plums, which I’ve been thinking about but which I could not get
just for myself.
Sharon sits against the wall, watching me, struggling with a sour piece in her
mouth. She swallows.

“How about some coffee?”
“Okay.”
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She gets up from the floor and goes to the kitchenette again. She takes away
what’s left of the fruit. She puts a kettle over the stove and again, digs through her
cabinet, kind of doing a singsong. A vague hymn.
“Decaf from Africa?” She holds up some a bag of beans.
“Sounds good. Will I fall asleep?”
“Of course not,” taking it as a joke, throwing some laughing sounds.
She grinds the coffee, pours scalding water, telling herself things like “ow” and
“hot” and “be careful.”

“I was wondering, you know,” says Sharon. “You know, like, what happened.”
“It doesn’t matter,” I say, trying to be as aloof as possible, like it really didn’t
matter, or even happen.
“It,” she glides her face to the side, her pupils still on mine, “matters to me.” She
lets out a strong breath, opening her mouth a little.
I manage to take a sip. “Look, Sharon,” I pause, “it never happened.”
“But it did,” lightly, quickly.
“It was a mistake.”
“But it happened.”
“It doesn’t have to have happened if you really think about it, you know what I
mean?”
She doesn’t hear my reasoning, something I thought we’d both have in common.
“I wanted you to talk to me about it. I wanted to talk about it.”
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“What is there to talk about?”
She stares and then, “Nothing, I guess. You’re probably right.”

“I mean, I just wanted to know, are you okay with it?”
I stare back but it’s hard to hold.
She moves her head, a couple of times, slowly, in that nasty sarcastic way
dimwits do when they’ve got one good thing on you.
She looks to the side and then back to me. Her lip lines slightly upward,
stretched. Her strong silence. Sharon has never put fear in me before.
“It was a mistake,” I tell her. “I should leave.” And as I say this, something fresh
directs me to the opposite. Am I in tune?
“That’d be wrong of you,” she says, looking to the side, to the floor.

I get up from that stupid chair and head for the door.
“Don’t you think that’s really wrong of you?”
I turn my head. I see this woman, classmate, close friend, soon-to-be fellow
clergy member, a wife.
She picks up the mugs and takes them back, taking her time.
“I went home every weekend but that weekend,” she says, from the kitchenette.
Her back to me, “Sit down.”
I return to the chair and as a demand, “You have to listen. I have to tell you it all.
I need resolution.”
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She shuts off the water. She plops herself in front of me, on the floor, and talks
about her brassiere. “It’s bothering me,” she says and through the arms of her sweatshirt,
proceeds to undo them.
“I don’t know,” she says, lost in some thought, truly relaxing.
I’m here to listen, I got that. I figure I owe her that and I figure, after, she may
leave me alone, something I did not really want but something which I think is now
necessary. In her long, slow interpretation of what had happened that night three weeks
ago, it hits me that there is nothing close to fair about what she’s calling resolution.
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They Didn’t Say That

Ji’s about to run after a man in a long coat.
The man is taking a box of N yQ uil, then another, off of one of the shelves. He
slips them in his coat pocket, ambles to the front and dashes out the door. The alarm
doesn’t go off but Ji’s mother, she would know. She watches everything. When the man
walked in, he reeked of vice.
She yells, “Ji, thief’
From down in the heap of vitamins, Ji gets up, sees customers’ eyes and turning
toward behind the counter, sees his mother’s round ones. He hurls himself to the front
and flings open the glass doors.
Outside, across the street towards the park, a man’s long coat is flipping like a
cape. This thief has the IQ of a fence-post. That’s why he’s a thief of cough medicine.
Than the thief, Ji’s younger, stronger, more determined. Anyway, this is what Ji
believes so he darts across the street without looking either way and which sets off a row
of half freaked drivers - he’s stunned with a collective jabber of squeaks.
When Ji’s on the same block as the man, thinks he can smell him, he knows he’ll
get him.
Ji gets close, closer, enough to kick the dim-witted thief, kick him like the legs
were wooden kickstands. The thief crashes hard on the pavement. You could see the
blood red gums, eyes clamped.

Ji’s all: motherfucker this, motherfucker that, and kicks the man again, in the
stomach, digs through the pocket and pulls out the bottles of NyQuil. Both broken in
spite of the boxes. It doesn’t matter. It makes a stain like blood on the coat of the fetalpositioned man.
On his walk back to the pharmacy, Ji chucks the gooey boxes of NyQuil into a
garbage can. When he comes back into the pharmacy, “What happened?” his father asks.
“I got him,” says Ji.
His mother stays silent - It’s been long since she’s let any inside twitching show.
Ji goes to the back, pushes through the storage door to the sink, washes his hands
and face. He goes to a stool. He cries a little. For five seconds. Somebody’s going to
come in any minute. His parents are going to have to lift his punishment. They will,
without argument.
Besides, from enough of a distance, his hair on the sides appear to be fully-grown.
From anywhere, the holes in his earlobes have filled in - It was a month back.
Ji had walked in the pharmacy with a haircut that made him look like a petty
gangster. Like the ones strutting around Flushing, ones in groups called FooChing and
MooDang. But that wasn’t all. Both his ears were pierced and that made him look like,
“a homo.”
They said, “No son of ours is going to look like that” or “What will the church
people say?” They put him in the basement of the house and said he’d have to stay there
until he understood what they meant. Until the hair grew out and then was cut and the
holes were filled in.
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Something like, “You should know better, we’re Elder and Elder’s wife,” they
said.
Something like, “This is the way you want to live?”
Something like, “What matters?”
No one said any of that.
Instead, “You look like you’ve been sleeping in a bam full of rice sacks and rats
took bites out of your hair grown long from deep sleep.” And then they went back to
tending the drug store, and when Rachel the pharmacist clocked out, they sat him down
and told him about their boundaries, in so many words, and then they talked about the
basement arrangement.
Before, his parents ran a restaurant in Flushing.

It was called THE KOREA. Ji had actually met FooChing members at this time
and he admired them because he thought they were strong Asian men. At a plain diner,
members looked him up and down, stared at him for a long time to see if he’d twitch. He
shared smokes with them, fdling up an entire ashtray at the end of the meeting.
Ji was going to walk through twin sets of FooChing, walk slowly while each one
of them cracked him in the jaw. If he was still standing after, he could be Junior
FooChing. After, having ravaged and looted some wealthy Korean home, he could be
Associate FooChing. Still later, in time, just FooChing. But his parents figured it out
because Flushing can be a small town.
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They figured he’d become like the stories they heard about at church. Irreversible
events involving jail time, death.
Flushing was no place for a teenage boy like Ji. So they made drastic, long-term
plans.
They said, “Our family is like the holy trinity, one for all.”
They said, “If you get in trouble at school at eleven o ’clock, we at the store can
feel it like someone slapping our face.”
They said, “If a patron finds a cockroach in the food and we have to beg for
mercy, possibly worry about a lawsuit, you’re suppose to feel it even when you’re sitting
in one of your classes.”
They said, “If you’re walking on a dirt road, look straight down the horizon and if
when laying on the floor, look straight up the ceiling.”
They didn’t say any of that.
They were resilient people. They understood the price of the goal. They
wouldn’t reduce themselves to “We love you, honey.”
They would not succumb to encouragement or self-realization or any other pale
behavior deprived of the more eternal. They were going to stay human even if the world
lens all around demanded otherwise. They stuck to, “We’re moving to Yonkers. We’re
buying a drug store. You’ll finish high school there. That’s final.”

Ji in the storage room stays too long.
His mother goes in, sees him in something like an advanced stage in prayer. She
walks closer, then. It’s still close to pandemonium out in the store - it’s Saturday - and
his father gave her a look when she made like she was going to go and talk to their son.
His mother saw him on the stool staring at nothing and went up to him and said,
“It’s okay, these things happen all the time. You did the right thing. Thieves will think
twice about the store now. This is not the best neighborhood but it’s better than Flushing,
sure beats the restaurant.”
She rubbed his neck and back with tender, philosophical touches. She looked to
the side and conjuring other things for different reasons, told him about back home.
“Back home,” she started. He thought he was going to hear about mountains again.
She said, “Your grandfather is a philanthropist. He owns mountains, some of
them are named after you, and he’s built new schools in the villages near his birthplace.”
She said, “Your grandmother is half Chinese.”
She said, “Your grandfather was up in Manchuria during colonial times and that’s
how he met your grandmother.”

Ji gets up from the stool, rolls his neck around a few times and hears a nice crack
or two. He does a couple of jumping jacks. He stops. It feels strange doing it all by
himself in a cold, dry room with mountains of boxed drugs.
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He washes his face a second time. He goes back out and starts stacking bottles of
vitamins again and notices his mother behind the counter as if she hadn’t said all those
things just now. Every once in awhile, either of his parents glances at him, looking at
him to see something but they just see hands stacking bottles of vitamins. And that’s
sufficient.
As if it’s still business as usual, at nine o’clock, the pharmacist is dismissed. Near
eleven o’clock, when the day gets done, his parents and Ji get in the car and head toward
Flushing because it’s nice to be back sometimes.
Sometimes but sometimes not, old business partners evoke stored away
suspicions but this time, it doesn’t. In the face of the NyQuil thief, it doesn’t. With Mr.
Choi as full owner, THE KOREA is now opened all night.
The thinned out traffic makes it so that they get there in less than an hour. Mr.
Choi greets them, tells them they must try the munkfish stew, one of THE KOREA’S
specials, which they do, which makes Ji waste a stack of napkins wiping off the sweat
pouring from his forehead.
“It’s a sign of good health for a young man to sweat like that,” says his father.
“Actually, sweating profusely when having spicy foods says you’re in bad
health,” his mother corrects.
But it’s still a celebration because Ji didn’t get run over by a truck or a bus while
dashing across the street where people would crowd around a mutilated body and think
stuff they haven’t in ages:
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Ji rushes out the glass doors. Before, he’s standing in the wall of vitamins,
confused, consuming his mother’s yelling about some thief he didn’t see. What thief?
What thief? says his father but his mother ignores that, yells at Ji to run out and catch the
thief. Ji can’t move. He’s just standing, watching the customers, who all seem a little
spooked not by any thief but by this woman who is ranting ferociously. Get him! his
mother is screaming. An old lady with a hat, long coat and purse nudges at Ji. She’s
like, Go on, do what your mother says. He goes.
Outside, Ji surveys the streets of downtown Yonkers and sees the regular scene.
Nothing seems out of the ordinary. But he is thinking he can’t just go back in and say, I
don’t see him, I didn’t see anyone. He knows he’s been mandated to do something
because he heard it in the voice of his mother and he heard it in the frustration of his
father’s voice. On the road, he sees a red mini-truck and a bearded man inside it. He
looks up at the fake skyscrapers and then down and now, he sees a few bums. He sees a
tall bum in a long coat and it’s possible that this guy is the thief but it’s not good
business. It’s wrong, around these parts or anywhere else, to generalize or play guessing
games at the dismissal of others Ji flings the glass doors open and spots the man running towards the park. He
waits for the traffic to clear and when it finally does, he runs to the other side of the
street, slips into an alley, cutting toward the park, and faces the thief, dead on. The thief,
redolent of crime, sweating profusely, puffing, but standing tall, is confident. Thief s
like, Come to papa. He is a big man, muscular with bear claw hands.
“Give them back,” Ji holds out his hand. “You didn’t pay for them.”
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The thief s all: motherfucker this, motherfucker that, goes up to Ji because of the
face Ji makes and lands a backhand slap across Ji’s face. When Ji falls smack on his butt
to the concrete, the thief kicks him in the groin. Ji’s all mangled up. The thief clears his
throat and lets a hefty loogie fall on the side of Ji’s face. It drips from Ji’s chin to cheek
like pancake syrup. “There’s your money right there,” tells the thief. He walks away, rip
opening the box, unscrewing the cap, taking a tight swig Ji dashes out the glass door and watches the thief flying down the street. Anger
plus duty swells up. Without thinking, he bolts to the other side of the street. A red mini
truck going the regular speed limit, thirty-five to forty, more or less, pops him straight on.
It shatters his legs on impact and eighty-five percent of the people on the street think
dead.
The traffic halts, someone who had been looking down from one of the semi
skyscrapers calls an ambulance and a crowd of people gather around the boy. “Give him
air,” says a clement soul and the crowd does and they think about a hoard of things while
a few begin to understand the meaning of time in relation to terror. The man behind the
red mini-truck is kissing the steering wheel: he’s mortified. He won’t come out of the
car. The sound of sirens from far off takes on a different meaning for a lady holding on
to her purse, in hat and long coat - it’s chilly day. Maybe she’d come to shop for her
grandkids on her day off -

Large slices of a single Korean pear appear on the table, compliments of Mr.
Choi, his sense of gratitude, which Ji and his parents recognize. Each takes a slice.

Lake Tahoe

Back in 1998, when I had just graduated from college and was looking forward to
my first real job, my mother, aged fifty-three, died of brain cancer. I was living in Utah
at the time, had completed my Communications degree at the “U”, and had gotten a
reporter job fifty miles south of Salt Lake City at a place called Tooele. I was enthralled
to be on the staff of The Tooele Transcript-Bulletin.
I am an only child and a certain strange distant adoration surrounded me all of my
life because my parents, even when I turned into a young man, approached me gingerly
almost as if I was an orphan they’d been dying to adopt. So it wasn’t particularly
difficult or enervating to fly over to Lake Tahoe, go to Mother’s funeral, stay with dad for
a week and fly back to Tooele because by then, I had appropriately divorced myself from
my parents. The only thing I worried about was whom I was supposed to feel more sorry
for. Was it dad or was it mom? And even that, after time, after the “process”, as one of
my therapists once told, became inconsequential.
It wasn’t a month after the funeral that my dad unexpectedly invited himself over.
On a weekday evening, about eight or so, when after finishing a lame dinner of
porkchops and veggies, I was nursing a can of Bud, watching a video when the phone
rang.
“Abe Kantrowitz,” I answered.
“Abe, it’s your dad.”
“Dad,” I said, a bit surprised.
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“Yeah, it’s me,” he said. “Guess where I’m at, son?”
“I don’t know dad.. .home?”
“Nope, guess again.”
“Dad, I don’t know. Where are you?” I was a little agitated, a little weirded out.
This silliness was so unlike him.
Then he said something which threw me off a bit. “I’m here,” he said, “come and
get me. Salt Lake International Airport.”
I wasn’t particularly looking forward to his company but I figured, with Mother
gone, he probably missed me in a way which may have defied reason. I mean, it wasn’t
just a matter of being a good son. It was a matter of being human.
When I brought him home, he surveyed my one-bedroom apartment which, I’m
sure to him, was barren, as evidenced in his nodding a couple of times, saying, “You
could swing a bat in here.”
In that one week stay, we drove to Salt Lake City a couple of nights when he
wanted to take me to fancier places for dinner and during the days, when I was at work,
he rented a car, drove around Tooele and proceeded to fill up the empty spaces of my
apartment with appliance and furniture things from Wal-Mart. I know he wasn’t
expecting a thank you or anything but rather then being grateful, I became a little
annoyed. I was trying to be my own man, and here was my dad, showering me with
expensive electronics and those quick set-up furniture Wal-Mart had on their displays.
But it was also at this time that I first got to watch a movie on DVD and taking notice of
the difference, I found that I was, shamelessly, feeling something akin to gratitude. But

on one night of his visit, after another gratuitous day at work, I walked into the apartment
to see my dad jingling a set of keys in his hand.
His teeth showed and he sat up straight on the edge of the new sofa, which I
believed would never stop emitting that strong plastic scent. He was smiling and I
vaguely made a connection with something I had just seen outside. I had noticed
something bulky and flashy out in the parking but I did not imagine that whatever the
hulk was, it would be mine. Showing something close to urgency, my father started his
explanation of the 1955 Chevy, the first Chevy to be fitted with a V8 engine, in candy
apple red. “Good God!” I thought.
“Son,” he said, “You know Vickie Ann? Don’t you?” I nodded and I didn’t
really want him to elaborate because I guessed what was coming and I guessed also
whatever the details were, it would have the potential of causing a form of nausea. What
I knew about Vickie Ann was that she was supposed to be very attractive for her age and
that her hair was supposed to be uncannily beautiful. I guess that was true. I have heard
my mother and her friends say something to that extent.
Now, as dad was saying, she was going to be my stepmother and I would suppose
that would, in time, be fine but at that moment, I was extremely miffed. I had my own
life but when my dad, with all his life-long prudence brushed aside, decided to bombard
me with a gift whose intention was to flabbergast me to no return, which, in turn, would
somehow exonerate him, I found thoughts to think:
“Dad, I don’t need a car. I have a Toyota. Them fuckers last forever! I’m trying
to be my own man. Utah is a pretty conservative state. It’s not a good idea to go

around in a candy apple cream puff unless it’s some Mormon Saint’s parade and
I’m driving the mayor or bishop around. You can’t even go to a liquor-serving
establishment around here unless you’re a member of the damn place! All those
things you taught me through your reservations, I’m trying to enact. I don’t even
care to know or like Vickie Ann. She’s mother’s age but looks and acts half that.
And wasn’t she the unnamed village idiot, participating in family type things
without a family to call her own? Doesn’t she douse herself with perfume you
can smell a block away while relentlessly carrying on trays those super-fattening
brownies to whatever function or gathering?”
How my dad thought he could curry favor with something so uniquely
cumbersome, I found, was a sign that he was slowly going off to the deep end. He was
like a child, demanding satisfaction.
I took the keys and as we were going outside to it, he went on about the plans for
his future, which could but didn’t have to, include me. Even at the airport when I was
dropping him off, I kept my thoughts to myself.

On a chilly Sunday morning, nursing a hangover which seemed to attack my body
with intimate hatred, I half thought it might have been time. I should take the hulk for a
ride. It had been three days since sitting in the visitor’s lot, taking up space and conjuring
up presence. Several times, I did think of getting rid of it. I knew it must have cost a
fortune. I knew, for instance, if I sold it back to the dealer in Salt Lake which sold it to
my dad, I could have enough change to put a down payment on a decent house in Tooele.
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I might actually be able to pay for maybe one-third of the house - Tooele is that kind of a
place. But I also had to reckon with the idea that this, the hulk, was my dad’s finale.
Even if it was a departure from all of his previous dealings with me, it was the ultimate
gesture for forgiveness. I understood that.
While most of the state were in Stakehouse meetings, I pulled off the blue tarp
and circled around and eyed the hulk. Soon, I regarded it with intrigue. I think I said
something out loud. It had been some time since I felt my insides stir.
I started her up, without the slightest idea as to where I was going, backed up, put
in on first gear, and drove off the driveway into Main Street, Tooele where not just a few
faces turned and two old-timers in their elongated Fords honked, waved and showed me
their teeth. Cruising through the townships of Erda and Stansbury Park, I found myself
on Interstate 91, which, I believed, would take me to Wyoming. That which
characterized 1-91 was its narrow road, carved mountains, dangerously tall weeds and
stretches of scenery which was a hybrid of the southwestern desert and the horizontal
west. I knew then where I was going. I was going to get some fried oysters at Jimmy’s
in Evanston, Wyoming - the oysters have the unique quality of being chilled in the inside
and toasty on the out. I knew also then that I might even take home a whisky bottle since
it would seem either serendipitous or just convenient because Sundays in Utah were
completely dry and just because it felt like a celebration.
An hour and a half on 1-91,1 passed a twin set of an overpass where just beyond it
was an exit sign for a Dexter Road. The name rang a bell and I immediately concluded

that the exit was the one I needed to take. I had, on this drive, decided not to make the
trip impure by consulting the likes of roadmaps or anything. I was going full speed on
arbitrary intuition with a little bit of Sunday Jazz on NPR. It had started with no strategy
whatsoever. It was like primal instinct and I was falling in love with it and its idea. Like
I said, it had been awhile since I felt my insides stir.
I knew the exit was the right one, the climate was so present. As I veered toward
and on to the coily ramp, my mouth watering from the anticipation of the fried oysters, I
began to think I was an imbecile for thinking what I had thought when my dad first
placed the car’s keys into my palm:
“Dad, I can’t even pay for the insurance on that fucker! The insurance alone
probably costs more than my rent. I only make something like ten percent of
what you make. Sure, you can go and do whatever you want but I, someone
who’s never been taught the weight of money management, have to live on a
budget. Plus, the monster probably gets two miles per gallon. Who’s gonna keep
up with services and whatnot? You should have asked me first. I could use a new
computer and maybe a newer model Toyota or something. Geez dad, you’ve
really done something here!”
Occupied with this regret, I had been mindlessly following the road which was
making a smooth transition from dual to single lane. It took the burning smell of
barbecue to wake me up to the fact that I’ve landed myself not to the tiny Utah town
where if you blink, you miss it, and one which would eventually lead me to Evanston, but
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to a set of houses, a smaller subdivision, where the road I was on was so tight, making a
U-turn would take some mastery.
What I saw in this neighborhood which existed moments off the ramp, just off the
Interstate, was peculiar. The members of subdivision, whether it was early Sunday or
not, didn’t seem to mind carrying on, drinking cans of beer, blasting their boomboxes
with the children running around chasing dogs, footballs, each other and I thought I saw a
couple of cheerleaders in uniform. I realized I must have as I passed one set of houses, I
saw another couple of them, cheerleaders in uniform, twirling hoolahoops. As I slowed
down, I thought that I didn’t need to be mesmerized or slightly amazed, as I actually was,
since this was just another part of life I hadn’t really paid attention to, haven’t really
known. Then, I was forced to look directly ahead, the place where I should have been
looking instead of to the sides. I heard a high shriek, a scuffling and right before me, not
five yards away, was a car, a white one, one conspicuously like mine, an old classic, but
older, a different breed with smaller windows, maybe a 39 Plymouth. I couldn’t tell.
I could sense the desperation of the driver through the car movements, trying to
get from first to reverse or another in order to get out of my way. I was going to hit this
car, strange little muffin with a kind of wooden board, the kind used as storm windows,
attached to the side. But an even more alarming scene emerged in a teenage girl with
curly brown hair blowing sideways in the air, hanging on to an opened rear door of the
car. She dangled to the right, left, fell on the pavement, dirtying up her white uniform.
And the car, getting finally into first gear, frenzied by my honking, no doubt, burned its
rubber, smoke arising, zoomed to the other side of the road. I didn’t hear a crashing and I
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slowed, thankful for that absence of clash. I finally parked the car on to a street, the fat
tube of tires digging into the grass, got out and walked myself to the other classic car. I
worried that the residents of this neighborhood would see me with contempt.
Before I crossed the street, I noticed on my right side was that girl who had been
hanging on the door and who had fell on the concrete. There wasn’t a scratch on her as
far as I could tell, physically or otherwise, since she was still in her white cheerleading
uniform, playing with a tongue-happy dog and a few small children. This was all very
strange but I reminded myself that maybe I was experiencing some mild form of post
trauma condition from the near-accident. Besides, I explained to myself, things happen
all the time where there are no explanations. I might also have been hallucinating, I
rationalized, experiencing a form of optical illusion.
So I just sort of moved my hands and arms like a military person jogging and
hopped myself across the street where the other classic had stopped. Without mistaking,
this car was something much older not only in model but also in condition than my own
55 Chevy. I was going to tell driver:
“I’m really sorry. Are you okay? I wasn’t really looking. I should have.
Whatever damages there are, I’ll take full responsibility for it. I hope no one is
hurt. I think this is a great neighborhood. See, I live alone, I live in the south of
Salt Lake. I have a respectable job and my father bought me the car for his
wedding. Isn’t that hilarious? I was on my way to Jimmy’s in Evanston. I’m
sure I’m not far from it. Is this Dexter Road? I thought this was the place which
would take me to Evanston. I think I’m right.”
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I was prepared to dish out whatever was required and I was feeling more than half
genuine about it when I saw, looming around the white 39 Plymouth, were the people
from the neighborhood. I saw they were mostly women and girls but one extremely tall
man. All of the car’s doors were opened, and the girl, still inside of it.
I figured they would turn to me, turn their attention at the man who almost ran
into their neighbor but even as I reached the car and placed my hand on the roof of it,
standing dangerously close the big tall man, no one said anything. They were just
standing there, looking inside the car at the driver, who was a girl, and like the other girls,
was also in cheerleading uniform. She was sickly looking, lying sideways inside the car,
her long hair spread against the seats like mane. Her friends and family, I would
suppose, were consoling her, asking and telling about things being okay. I thought they
should give her air but instead, I stuck my neck into the crowd and said: “Is everything
okay?”
With that I extended my hand, to either introduce myself or to say sorry but no
one said anything. They just ignored me until the man next to me extended his hand
across the car’s interior to someone else, someone name Holly. With an obnoxious grin
on his face, he said, “Holly, I’ll shake your hand.” Who were these people?
I began to think that these folks were something like modem day gypsies or else
some cult community. I sucked in breath, put my hands on my crouched lap, then put it
back up, put it together in a clap and said softly to myself, “Well, that settles it, then.” I
said it like the way I remember my dad saying on more than a few occasions when
something had to come to an end but not necessarily to his satisfaction. “Well, that
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settles it, then,” in dealing with a third grade teacher. “Well, that settles it, then,” when I
told him I would not go to a school in California but that I’d go to the University in Utah
and that that was final.
I walked away from this crowd and whether I thought these people insensible and
unwise for the plain reasons right then, it didn’t matter. They were freaks who somehow
sustained life.
The distance between her car and mine seemed to grow as I remembered the
group of beer drinking men I first saw upon entering the neighborhood. I walked back to
my car with my shoulders crunched up tight and when I got to my car, I saw my hands
shaking. Getting the key in was a trial.
When I got back on the highway, I paid attention this time and I did see a
signboard saying that I was leaving California, my home state - 1 was way off. In
smaller letters, I think it said Thank You For Coming. But it was hard to tell even if I
was only going the regular speed limit.
In a couple of weeks, I’d be on a plane back to Lake Tahoe for the wedding of
dad and Vickie Anne. Finally, my dad wasn’t so much a schemer as he was just trying to
make smooth whatever changes I needed to make. He could go ahead and act the fool at
the wedding with his attractive bride and whatever I was going to feel, I didn’t need to
share it with him.
Driving home and giving up hopes on the oysters, I saw that I had a half a tank of
gas left and could probably make it back to Tooele without stopping for gas. I realized
also, once and for all, that I wasn’t in a situation to keep the car. I could sell the thing
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back to the dealer in Salt Lake that sold it to my dad and put the money on a house. I was
pretty certain that I was going to live in Utah, my new home, and moving into a house
would be the Utah thing to do.

